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Bridges Bill Is A Step To War; Protest It NOW!
On Thursday, June 13, the lower House of the Conress of the United States, gassed up with war hysteria,
-showed what it thought of Constitutional procedure, civil
liberties and the American labor movement.
It showed it by passing a bill to deport Harry Bridges
to Australia—a bill which specifically singled Harry out
y name and called him a "menace to national defense."
This bill is a slap in the face to every working longhoreman on the Coast. Not because of Bridges, but because this bill, sponsored by the shipowners and poll tax
tooges, challenges YOUR RIGHT to SELECT YOUR
WN LEADERS.
Do you believe in union organization? Do you believe
country should stick to its own knitting and keep out
of the slaughter across the ocean?
IF YOU DO, you are just as much a "threat" to the
sort of national defense the alarmists in Washington are
ow busy cooking up—a "defense" that has one purpose—
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TO GET US INTO WAR INTO EUROPE. A "defense"
that will send you and me to France to carry guns and
Lake orders from Edward Stettinius, the big shot of
U. S. Steel, while at home our unions and conditions will
be knocked flatter than last week's pancakes.
That's why Harry Bridges is "dangerous" to Wall
Street and its Congressional flunkies. That's why they're
singling him out for the axe. Because he WOULDN'T
SELL OUT to the ship-owners in '34 and '36.
And because he WON'T SELL OUT to the war crowd
right now in 1940!
If what you think and stand for is worth putting up
a battle for, you won't let them get away with it. You'll
pile up enough telegrams and letters on the Senators'
desks so that they'll have to hire a dozen extra office boys
to open them.
That's one thing we can all do. AND WE'VE GOT TO
DO IT NOW. It's no use putting it off till tomorrow. It's

got to be done today if it's going to be done at all.
But there's another thing everyone of us can do. And
that's to expose every one of the opportunists in the labor
movement who are trying to use this Wall Street war
hysteria to butter their own bread on both sides.
These phoneys, lured on with the promise of fat government jobs if they'll sell the labor movement out in a
time of crisis, are crying their tonsils out about "Fifth
Columns" and "Reds."
The following resolution was put through the San
Pedro firemen's meeting, following on the heels of a resolution introduced by J. J. Quinn to "purge" the union of
all "Communists" and "disrupters." Read the resolution
over yourself and make up your own mind:
WHEREAS: A large portion of the trouble on the waterfront
during the last five years has been due to the activities of Harry
Bridges and his gang of pie card artists in the ILWU and
WHEREAS: Said Harry Bridges has not hesitated to picket

line crashing in his atacks on the SUP and MFOW, and
WHEREAS: Harry Bridges is now faced with deportation proceedings brought against him by the government at the instigation
of the shipowners. Now therefore be it
RESOLVED: That we members of the San Pedro branch of the
MFOW do hereby go on record as follows:
1. We declare Harry Bridges to be a source of disruption and
weakness for the union movement on the waterfront.
2. We are never the less opposed to the government's attack on
Bridges and we feel that the removing of a rat from the
labor movement is a task of the labor movement alone.
3. We offer the rank and file members of the ILWU our support in any action they take to defend Bridges or to remove him from union leadership.

NOW WIRE OR WRITE YOUR SENATOR AND PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TODAY AND DEMAND THIS BILL BE
STOPPED!

ICEtt FEDERATI

The rich and privileged profit hugely in a
war while labor suffers and its young men
are killed.
—John L. Lewis

"An Injury to One Is An Injury to All"
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fFEDERATIOPil DRIVES FOR 1941
r AS NEW OFFICERS TAKE OVER

FP Calls For
Fight To Guard
E S. Neutrality

ILWU
Program
Adopted
SAN FRANCISCO — The
per-capita increase for the
ILWU's new organizing drive
has carried by a good majority, unofficial returns at
ILWU President Harry
Bridges' offices disclosed yesterday. Returns from all but
a few locals were in.

ASTORIA—Declaring that "all indications point
.oward United States' entry into the imperialist war,"
he Maritime Federation demanded strict neutrality
by the American government, and called for a fight
y maritime workers and the American people against
all deviations from neutrality.
•

The convention declared that the war aims of Great
ritain and France, as Well as Germany, were imperialist
aims.
Here are the three resolutions on war passed toward
he close of the convention:

Matt Meehan was re-elected secretary-treasurer by around 1500
votes, defeating Ernie Bowen of
Pedro. J. R. Robertson and Jack
Price were re-elected vice-presidents. Bridges was re-elected
president without opposition.
Elected as delegates to the CIO
national convention were Bridges,
Henry Schmidt, Robertson, Eugene Paton and Ernie Baker.
The per capita increase puts into
effect the ILWU organizing plan,
which calls for intensiNn organizing work in Alaskr, Hawaii and
British Columbia, as well as addition of numerous organizers for
California, Oregon and Washingtof.

0. 49. Against War
WHEREAS: All indications point toward the United States' entry
to the imperialist war; and
WHEREAS: War will break our organization and cause us to
lose all conditions we fought for, all our civil rights and liberties, and
,ome of us, our lives; and
WHEREAS: Ninety-seven (97) per cent of the people are opposed
o the United States entering the war, and we as members of this
organization are definitely against any participation in this imperialist war; and,
WHEREAS: We know Wall Street and the imperialist powers
In this country are not going to gamble millions of dollars in the war
and not protect it with our lives; therefore, be it
RESOLVED: That we set up a "Yanks Are Not Coming" Committee, in conformity with the policy of the Maritime Federation of
he Pacific to mobilize our forces in a mass protest against war and
tor peace; and be it further
RESOLVED: That we obtain or print placards, stickers and
anners with anti-war slogans, and that each member of this organization put these slogans on his automobile and in his window to show
he world that we are going to fight against war; and, be it finally
'
RESOLVED: That copies of this resolution be sent to all Industrial Union Councils and to the Maritime Federation Convention in
storia.
ADOPTED by the International Longshoremen's and Warehouse...._.., en's Union Local 1-8.
CONCURRED IN by the Portland Industrial Union Council. May
28, 1940.
Submitted by:
PLYWOOD &. VENEER WORKERS' UNION 9-102
.
Box 2558, Portland, Oregon.

ACA

Negotiations
Progressing

Harding, Sauers,
O'Donnell
Assume Duties
BRUCE HANNON

Hannon
Thanks
Affiliates

To the Officers and Members of
the Affiliates of the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific:
Upon the completion of two
years as Secretary of the Federation and my return to work as a
longshoreman in the port of Seattle, I want to take this opportunity to thank the officials and the
rank and file of all Federation affiliates for the unstinted cooperation and support that enabled us
to build the Federation back to a
place of prestige and esteem in the
labor movement.
The position of the "Voice," its
financial stability and the role it
is playing today, proves our well
placed faith in our paper. The
paper that had reached a low of
3600 copies with debts amounting
to more than $12,000 in 1938, now
has a circulation of over 15,000
copies per week, pays all current
expenses and is rapidly cleaning
up the old Mdebtedness, already
reduced to $2300.
Your continued support and cooperation in the future with the
'incoming officials will enable us to
build the Federation into a solid
rock of support for all maritime
workers on the Pacific Coast.
(Signed)
BRUCE HANNON,
ILWU 1-19,
Book No. 1350.

ASTORIA — The Maritime Federation of
the Pacific headed for another year of battling
for the welfare of Pacific Coast maritime workers this week as the sixth annual convention adjourned after an energetic week's session which
saw major emphasis placed on the fight for
peace and protection of labor's rights.
A. E. Harding, of the marine division of the Seattle ACA, was elected president to succeed H. F.
McGrath, Harding, for the past year, has been secretary of Washington District Council No. 1 of the
MFP.
jay Sauers, former chief dispatcher of ILWU
1-10, was elected secretary treasurer to succeed
Bruce Hannon, Assistant Secretary Jack O'Donnell
of the Marine Cooks and Stewards was reelected
vice president. and Earl King, MEOW labor martyr,
was reelected honorary president.
There were no contests for office. President McGrath and Secretary Hannon will remain at the MEP
office until July 1.
New trustees are Walter J. Stack, MEOW patrolman in San Francisco; Trinidad A. Rojo, a Filipino, president of the Cannery and Farm Laborer's
Union of Seattle, and R. M. Hansen, ACA marine
division secretary in San Francisco,

Designated by delegates from each organization as the
new executive board are Howard Bodine, ILWU; Andrew
Vigen, Alaska Fishermen; George Woolf, Alaska Cannery
Above: AE. Harding. Below: Jay Sauers
Workers; R. Meriwether, Marine Engineers; R. M. Hansen,
No. 45. Urging Strict Neutrality in This War
ACA; E. Rainbow, Boilermakers; C. W. Deal, Inlandboatmen ; Harry Hook, Machinists; Joe Harris, MCS. Executive
WHEREAS: It becomes increasingly clear that the war in
board
members for the MFOW and Boomrnen and Rafters
Europe is not a war for the advancement of democracy in any part
(See Page 2)
f the world, but a war whose sole purpose is the further enrichremained unchanged, as they were elected by their memb,erment of the few who would gain new economic positions from such
ship previously.
• war; and
The convention chose Stockton, California, as the next
WHEREAS: The war aims of the Allies are exposed as mercenary
3onvention
city.
refusal
England's
as—(1)
aims through such anti-democratic actions
The
Jay
Sauers,
new
secretary
convention
sped to a conclusion with full discussion
denial
o grant independence to the Irish and Indian people, and her
Arthur E. Harding, new of the Maritime Federation,
if all issues, but without any issues on personalities and
to the Jews in Palestine of the right to purchase land; and (2) President
of the Maritime is a member of ILWU 1-10
with no serious differences of opinion.
Federation, is a member of (San Francisco longshore(Continued on Page 5.)
Longest debate was that waged for three hours following
the ACA with Book No. 1283. men) with Book No. 4661.
introduction of a resolution which- would have pit the conHe was born in Seattle, He was born January 28, 1899 SEATTLE — With the Machinvention "on record pledging our full support and cooperation
Metal Trades, Inc., has been trying
Wash., March 21, 1903.
in Minnesota and came to San ists' and Blacksmiths' strike in
to the government of the United States in our national deHe started going to sea as Francisco in 1912. He has been Seattle now in its fourth week, to disaffect the membership and fense program."
has been attempting to prejudice
a radio operator in 1922 and now a continual resident in San FranThe convention unanimously agreed that the first line
I. A. Sandvigen, business agent public opinion against the strike.
holds a first class radio telegraph cisco for the last 28 years, and
for Local 79, reports that so far
The union is answering this of defense in America was full exercise of our civil rights
operator's license. He has had has spent the last 16 years work- 65 shops have signed up, and that
propaganda by a citywide distribu- and the continuance and extension of labor legislation, which
over 14 years experience as a ing on the San Francisco front.
prospects of signing up more in tion of pamphlets which present protects our right to organize, bargain collectively and strike
radio operator on passenger ships,
From 1917 to 1924 he worked as the near future look good.
the organizations' side of the if necessary.
freighters and tankers and has a signal-maintainer for the SouthThrough a barrage of lying story. Since the demands of the
At the end of the debate, the convention adopted, in addiWhen
he
left
SP
the
had one year on shore stations. ern Pacific.
propaganda in the daily press, and Machinists and Blacksmiths are so tion to other resolutions on national defense, peace and neuHe has sailed out of Seattle, he went to work its a Longshorethrough numerous letters and cir- reasonable the support of the gen- trality, a statement which read:
San Francisco, New York, New man.

Meet The New MIFF
Officers!
Harding

Sauers—

65 Shops Sign In
Machinists' Strike

Customs Cops
Raid Monterey

-Adin. Wiley Wrecked

EWA Frame-Up!
Story of Mercy
Ship Rescue
See Page 8
Ilesseameseasimmmommisumumemok,

culars, and through control of all eral public is to be expected once
Orleans and Galveston, Texas, He has been a member, first of
radio outlets, the Washington they get our side of the case.
during this time.
the ILA and later of the ILWU,
In 1931, while chief radio of- since the union's formation. He
ficer on the old SS Emma, Alex- took part in both big waterfront
an(ler, he aided Mervyn Rath- strikes, and during the '36-37
borne, now international presi- strike was on the strike commitWASHINt.a0N — Harry Lunde-.dent of the ACA, in publishing the tee and the publicity committee.
berg obligingly handed over a then handing over his list of nonunion magazine "CQ",,which led
citizen union members to the coinIn 1937 he was elected to fill in
government
later to the formation of the the remainder of a term as dis- blacklist to the U. S.
mittee.
American Radio Telegraphists As- patcher. In September of 1937 he here.
sociation in 1932..
Supposedly protesting anti-alien
was elected chief dispatcher. In
He aided Brother T. J. Van 1938-39 he again served as dis- legislation—as he had been genErmen in organizing a Maritime patcher.
uinely instructed to by Monterey
Federation of the Gulf in New
SAN FRANCISCO—The situaSince then he has been a memfishermen - Lundeberg conSIU
Orleans and Galveston in 19:15, ber of his union's executive and
tion on the cooks' negotiations reand served for a time as ARTA labor relations committee. He is cluded an appearance before the mained unchanged this week. No
delegate in Galveston. He played also a delegate to the San Fran- House Committee on Merchant meeting with the shipowners was
an active part in the 1936-37 cisco industrip Union Council and Marine and Fisheries by condemn- held, but another is scheduled for
1ng
cesioniats. and$
AcOntinUed on Rego 0),
the .6ounty,IMBia.

Lundeberg Again!

Cooks Situation
Unchanged

assoaday.

(Continued on Page 7)

Bulletin!
SAN PEDRO.—AFL officials threw picket line's around ships in
L. A. harbor in retaliation for CIO organizational work among
shoreside culinary workers.
AFL officials have no beef with the ships and the maritime
workers are In no way involved in the culinary union Jurisdiction
dispute, Jay Sauers, declared at MFP headquarters. "This is
purely an attempt to retaliate against the CIO," he said. "And we
believe Pedro officials of the SUP and the MFOW are in collusion
with these AFL officials. They are simply trying to attack the Federation and draw its unions into a dispute which is no concern of
theirs."
Pedro MCS Agent Joe O'Connor instructed MCS men to stay
on the ships. MFOW Secretary V. J. Malone likewise instructed
the MFOW Pedro agent to keep all firemen on the ships.

•
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Convention Lays Down Standards For Candidates
Support Labor
Oppose War,
MFP Demands

To Mexico

To The Membership
Of The MFOW

•

program or one similar to it in
the Congressional elections."
Realizing that the labor movement has a very vital stake in the
issues in the 1940 congressional
elections Resolution No. 23, along
with three other resolutions were
the most important to be considered by the convention. The resolution was drawn up by the president and secretary of the MFP,
adopted by the executive board on
June 2, and unanimously adopted
by the convention on June 8.
This statement of policy may
very well determine whether or
not the members of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
are going to be able to find
within the tanks of the Democratic Party a platform cornpatible with the set of standards
laid down in the statement or
whether it will be necessary to
take independent political action to insure the adoption of
the program.
Labor views, with considerable
alarm, the small number of congressmen who are taking a positive stand aganist the increasing
encroachments on Labor's rights
and economic interests. Candidates
pledged to the program outlined
above will stand as a bulwark
against any further relaxation of
labor legislation.
The convention in the resolution
thanked the few loyal congressmen
that have continued to fight for
labor's rights and privileges.

MIFF Backs Battles
of Fishermen
ASTORIA—Seamen and longshoremen and other Marine
workers threw their full support to the fight of Pacific Coast
fishermen for better conditions throughout the Federation
convention.
Some dozen resolutions, introduced by the International Fishermen and Allied Workers of
America after being adopted at the
fishermen's convention last year,
were adopted by the 14,41rP delegates.
Japanese competition was dealt
with in two resolutions, one requesting an embargo of Japanese
tuna and the other protesting importation of other fishery products front Japan. Secretary of
State Cordell Hull was requested
to ask packers to use only American-caught fish from American
boats. Importation of Japanese
fish in Pacific waters subjects
American fishermen to periodic
lay-offs, the resolutions pointed
out.
Four resolutions were passed
concerning the U. S. Bureau of
Fisheries. One asked congress to
give the Bureau funds for studying
and
restocking
Pacific
waters, including Alaska, declaring that inadequate activity of
the Bureau threatens not only
.conservation but the entire fishing industry.
Another resolution asked the
Alaska Territorial Legislature to
establieh the office of inspector of
weights and measures in Alaska,

where at present there is no provision for inspecting and testing
of weights and measures and no
guarantee of accuracy of scales.
A third resolution called upon
the Department of State to revise
International Law to give the
U. S. jurisdiction extending to the
Continental Shelf, to "clarify an
intolerable situation existing in the
Alaskan fisheries."
A fourth resolution, declaring
that fishermen have a vital interest in the various government
commissions, demanded that "representation on the administrative
and advisory functions of the various bureaus be accorded to organized labor."
Abolition of fish traps in Alaska
over a five year period was asked
in another resolution sent to Congress and the Alaska legislature.
Another resolution protested a
Treasury decision which gave a
22-year virtual monopoly to General Seafoods of Boston and the
Newfoundland government, permitting shipment of millions of
pounds of Newfoundland fish to
the U. S. marked free of duty and
forbidding the employment of
American labor on ships or on
shore.

MFP Takes Over
KNII-C Defense
ASTORIA — The King, Rain
say
.
, Conner Defense Committee
will become a coastwise committee working under the complete
supervision of the coast officials
and executive board of the Maritime Federation as a result of action at the MP"' convention.
The ,convention voted to have
the Federation take over the defense ,conimittee on the recommendation of the committee secretary,. Miriam Dinkin.
"The campaign to release King,
Ramsay and Conner has picked up
momentum to a tremendous extent," Miss Dinkin reported to the
eanvention. Widespread publicity
included 25 publicity releases,
numerous articles in magazines
and sale of 17,000 copies of the
new pamphlet "Punishment Without Crime," she reported. Thousands of demands for pardon were
secured. • .
Taking over of the committee
was voted, after Miss Dinkin reported lack of proper orgamizational apparatus had hampered
the committee's work.
It was pointed out that the
case, as an integral part of

labor's fight, is strongly affected by present Eur4ean situation, the general attacks on
labor and civil liberties. "It is
obvious to the committee that
the freedom of King, Ramsay
and e4inner depends largely on
the ability of labor to ward off
these attacks," Miss Dinkin
bald.
The convention voted to elect a
delegation to visit Governor Olson
and inform him, on behalf of the
convention, of their faith in the
innocence of the men and to urge
pardons. Those
were
chosen
Harry Hook, JAM; George Woolf,
A.CW; Henry Schmidt, ILWU;
Revels Cayton, MCSi and Walter
Stack, MFOW.

Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Crockett
Meeting—let and 3rd Tuesday
of every month

While, newspapers 'gleefully
played phoney stories about the
Cl() executive board rebuffing
"left wingers", the board backed
Harry 'Bridges, sent NMU prexy
Joe Curran, above, to Mexico
City as a delegate to the PanAmerican Labor Conference
held there this week.

Unfair!
—
While the lockout of NMU
Candy workers at the Euclid
Candy Co. In San Francisco contimes with no new developments,
warehousemen officials ask that
itll maritime workers boycott the
following candy bars, inanufactured by scab labor at the plant:
Love Nest, Best Pal, Red
Cap, Chock Full 0' Almonds,
Five Kings, Jumbo, Brazilian,
Pecan Roll, Old Engish Toffee,
Walnut Bar, Double Header,
Old Fashioned, Peanut Bar,
Rusty, Cherry Flapper, Cardinal Bar, Dolly Dimple Fudge,
Skipper and Almond Block.

Canned Salmon
Conference Set
ASTORIA.—Another pre-negotiating conference in the canned
salmon industry to discuss common problems of the unions involved wtts tentatively set for October 14 by the MFP convention.
Incoming officials and executive
board were Instructed to meet
with .representatives of unions
whose members are employed iu
the industry.

Federation Acts
To Improve
Medical Care
ASTORIA.—At the request of
Charles E. Nelson of the IBU,
Puget Sound division, delegates
at the MFP convention instructed
incoming officers to formulate a
program whereby marine groups
can take concerted action to improve present inadequate hospitalization and dental treatment in
U. S. Health Service Hospitals.

Cannery Workers
Jobless Pay
Hearing Monday
SAN FRANCISCO —Alaska
Packers this week had moved
through the Alaska Unemployment
Compensation Commission to bar
unemployment compensation for
Alaska workers because of the
lack of operations out of San Francisco this year.
Claiming that failure of the
unions and packers to reach an
agreement for operating out of
San Francisco is a "labor dispute,"
the commission has held up compensation for nearly 1000 Alaska
Cannery Workers' members and
around 100 members of the Alaska
Fishermen's Union.
Cannery workers are asked to
be present at hearings Monday
at 10 a.m. at 814 Mission street,
where the case will be argued
Attorneys George Anderson and
Herb Resner are representing
the ACWU.

Paper Makers
Join ILWU

SAN FRANCISCO—Bay Bridge
Local 335 of the paper makers this
month voted 110 to 1 to affiliate
with ILWU Local 1-6 at the expiration of their contract on June
30. The AFL had been giving this
local the run around, so members
of the Pabco plant decided to get
some action for an improved conMilitant support of a Negro tract through the ILWU.
committeeman fired for active interest in behalf of his fellow
unionists, shut down Pittsburgh's
M. S. ROSE'S
R. E. Loughney plant for an hour
and a half last week when employes affiliated with the United
Automobile Workers went on
Buffet and Restaurant
strike for his reinstatement.
P. S.—He got the job back!
733-735 Lorine Ave. Crockett

CROCKETT
U AND 1

East Bay Meetings.
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Oakland
Meeting-1st and 3rd Thursday
of each month
111

lite-elected
ROF
aata".

Brothers:
A resolution was introduced recently by Agent J. Quinn
of San Pedro and circulated up and down the Coast. This
resolution called for the immediate expulsion of Walter
Stack, Allen Yates, William Bailey, and Eugene Barrish
from the Firemen's Union on the grounds that we were disruptors, "Fifth Columnists," Trojan Horses and enemies of
the Firemen,
The resolution further stated that if it passed the majority of the branches, that all delegates would be instructed to immedi-

• „ASTORIA, June 8—Scoring the wave of reaction sweeping over Congress, manifested in vicious attacks on labor
legislation and dozens of out-right anti-labor bills, the sixth
annual convention of the Maritime Federation laid down
three chief standards by which candidates for 1940 Congressional elections shall be judged. Candidates must, the convention declared, support labor's rights, oppose the M-Day
plan and all steps leading to war.
This key political resolution Will
be a, deciding factor in the choice
of congressmen and senators in
the states of Washington, Oregon
and Idaho, in which 40,000 union
men and women members of the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific will cast their ballots in the
coming national election.
• Resolution No. 23, entitled "1940
Congressional Elections," provides
the following standards by which
the Congressional candidates shall
be chosen:
• "1. Their support for the
rights to organize and of collective bargaining as provided
for under the National Labor Relations Act, with no exceptions.
"2. Their opposition to the M plan as a whole and any and all
provisions thereof which will
serve to restrict the rights of
the working people as guaranteed by the Constitution and the
Bill of Rights and all existing
laws of the United States.
"3. Their opposition to any
and all steps which lead towards
the involvement of the United
States in war, such as the use
of private or government loans
to belligerent nations, the shipment of munitions and other
war supplies to belligerent nations, and the enactment of
conscription, or any other form
of compulsory armed service
legislation.
.."That we urge the affiliates of
this Federation to cooperate with
all organizations that endorse this

An Open Letter

Right At Headquarters

MURPHY'S
Beer—Wine--Liquors
885 LORING AVE.

ately see that all Reds and "disruptors" are chased off the ships, and
if any member of the firemen's union who failed TO VOICE HIS
APPROVAL OF THIS RESOLUTION WOULD LIKEWISE BE A
FRIEND OF THE FIFTH COLUMN AND A MEMBER OF THE
SAME STABLE.

Directed Against Progressives

MIFF Blasts
Dual
Craft Councils

anl

ASTORIA—Formation of the erstwhile dual "Council
Marine Crafts" on the Pacific Coast were condemned as
anti-union- and against the interests of all organized labor,
on the Coast in the labor unity resolution adopted by dele
gates at the Federation Convention.
The resolution, submitted by the recent ILWU conven

Re - elected vice-president of
the Maritime Federation by the
sixth annual convention was
Jack O'Donnell, assistant secretary of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards.

lion, supported the CIO solution°
for labor unity as the "best" soluby President John L. Lewis befor •
tion and supported John L. Lewis' the
National Youth Congress for
call for an "all-labor conference." the calling of an "All-Labor ConThe resolution follows:
vention" to unite labor; nova,
WHEREAS: The rank and file therefor be it
RESOLVED: That this thirr
of labor are of the opinion that
all labor groups should be united; annual convention of the ILWL
go on record endorsing and supand,
taken by th
WHEREAS: The present dis- porting the position
workable solution
unity in the labor movement CIO as the best
reuniting UT
caused by the division between to the problem of
labor into
all
and
AFL,
the
CIO
AFL and the CIO is and has been
organization; and,
one
powerful
preventing labor from using its
strength in the most effective be it further
RESOLVED: That we condemn
manner on the economic and poliand
oppose the formation of the
tical front; and,
dual "Council of Marine Crafts.
WHEREAS: It is desirable that as being anti-union and against
labor combine its forces and face
the interests of all organized labo
a solidly organized employer with on the Pacific Coast; and, be it
a solidly united organization of all further
labor; and,
RESOLVED: That in the even
WHEREAS: The CIO has ad- an "All-Labor Convention" is
vanced a working solution to this called for the purpose of reunitin .
problem, to-wit:
labor, we stand ready to send offi1. That the CIO stands ready cially elected delegates to such a.
to march back into the AFL in a gathering; and, be it finally
body undivided and not to be diRESOLVED: That copies of this
vided, now or in the future, or resolution be sent to the Presider
the AFL can march Into the CIO and Vice-President of these United,
under the same conditions; and States, the Secretary of Labor and
2. The proposition put forward all ILWU locals.

We feel that this letter was directed against the progressive
members of the union, and for this reason we take this opportunity of
answering Quinn's resolution in the best interests of the Firemen's
Union.
It should be clear to us all that resolutions of this kind have
found their way from the door of the shipowners into the Firemen's
Union. A number of times resolutions have appeared in our meetings
calling for the expulsion of the Communists and other militants, so
it should be nothing new to the membership of our organization. But
this resolution coming at this time is not mainly directly against the
Communists in the Union, but is directed against all the militants
ASTORIA.—The Maritime Fedand progressives members.
eration convention went unanimously on record to back the deqtliml to Determine His Enemies
First--who is Quinn to determine who is a Communist and not mand of ILWU delegates for a
a Communist? In other words, a man could be classed as a Communist full Labor Day holiday.
the minute he voices his disapproval against anything that comes
Passed by the convention was
from Quinn. A man could be classed as a Communist who beefs the following resolution, submitagainst the way some of the officials handles—beefs aboard ship ted by W. J. Emery and concur... in short anyone can be classed as a Communist in order to suit red in by ILWU 1-13:
"WHEREAS: In the past it has
been the practice to return to
work at 6:00 p. In, on our Labor
(Following is the resolution from Pedro Agent J. J. Quinn of Day, therefore be it
"RESOLVED: That Labor Day
the MFOW which was condemned by the MFP convention and is
answered in the accompanying letter by William Bailey, Allen be from 6:00 a. in. September 2,
1940, to 7:00 a. in., September 3,
Yates and Walter J. Stack.)
1940, and be it further
WHEREAS: The Firemen's union has always stood for the
"RESOLVED: That our delebetterment of conditions and high wages, and has always been gates to the ILWU Conention
willing to fight to maintain them, and
carry instructions to work toward
Whereas: As certain men in the Firemen's union such as'Stack, having these holiday
SAN FRANCISCO — On Sephours obthe
as
known
Yates, Bailey, Banish and other stooges commonly
served on a coastwise basis."
tember
30, 1939, the ACA Marine
Fifth Column have done everything in their power to retard the
Division and the offshore shipFiremen's union through their slimy tactics and their willingness
to sell the Firemen's union short—for example Stack losing thousowners extended the present offands of dollars for the men in Seattle through mis-handling the
shore agreement by mutual conAlaska agreement negotiations during the 1936-37 strike and Yates
sent for an indefinite period of
through dumbness and conniving with officials of other unions lost
ASTORIA. — The Federation time to allow for completion of nelosing
thereby
Boats
Fruit
United
five
the
Firemen's
union
for the
Convention urged the cooperation gotiations. The
many jobs as well as thousands of dollars for our members, and
extension agreeWhereas: Bailey and other stooges drew salaries while putting of affiliated unions with the Cali- ment provided that either party
fornia,
Youth
Legislature and the could terminate the agreement by
out the Black Gang News which put the Firemen's union many
hundred dollars in debt while the West Coast Firemen's paper was other statewide youth bodies co- giving the other 60 days' notice.
printed for one tenth of the cost of the Black Gang News, while operating with the American No such notices have been given
by either side and negotiations
the Black Gang News was mimeographed on the union's machine Youth Congress.
clearly proving that the money was squandered, and
The convention also voted en- have continued from last October
Whereas: All the time they have been members of the Fire- dorsement of the American Youth up to date.
men's union they have advocated policies that are dual to the Act and appropriation of $500,Bona fide negotiations actually
Firemen's union, such as joining the NMU which stands for Gov- 000,000 to extend the Federal began in the later part of April,
ernment fink halls, fink ships and regimentation of the seamen youth jobs program, through de- 1940. Prior to this time the ACA
thereby depriving them of whatever right that they might now mocratically chosen administra- negotiating committee and the
enjoy, and the never-to-be-forgotten Copeland fink book as well tive boards, payment of prevail- offshore owners exchanged sevas the backing of the backing of the NMU in their, attempted raid ing wages on all works projects eral drafts of written proposals.
on the Shepard Line Boats even to the extent of saying that the and to provide employment of a During this period several imporFiremen's line was phoney, which has since been proven otherwise, non-military
character for the tant things have happened. The
and
four and one-half million unem- ACA negotiating committee signed
WHEREAS: All of the above said actions as well as many,
ployed youths not reached at the 15 "model Offshore Cargo agreemore too numerous to mention have proven beyond a doubt they
present time by any Federal jobs ments" with owners who were not
are disloyal to the Firemen's union, and
members of the offshore owners'
program.
Whereas: Now there is a threat of a possible invasion of this
association. These agreements proTo a motion that the Federacountry the Comrats and there fellow rats the Nazis are screaming
vided for base pay of $150 per
to the high heavens against preparing to meet this denemy, the tion send a delegate to the con- month, overtime for work in excombined Nazis and comrats which comprise the Fifth Column, vention of the American Youth cess of 8 hours at
$1.25 per hour;
although Stack and Company condemns the Nazis and Stack even Congress at Lake Geneva, Wiscon- fixed watches fcs:
cargo ships, two
getting himself arrested for picketing the Nazi Consulate to get sin, the first week of July, the weeks' vacation
with pay annualconvention voted credentials to ly, the closed
some cheap publicity, and
shop and other workWhereas: Since Mustach Joe Stalin and Hitler have agreed to retiring Secretary Bruce Hannon, ing rules.
The ACA. negotiating
sleep in the same bed, everything that Hitler does is alright even who will be in the East at that committee
has also signed an
Poland,
such
as
Belgium,
small
countries
Holland
to raping the
time.
agreement with the steamschooner
Austria and Finland, Luxembourg and various other countries,
owners' association providing for
killing and bombing civilians that have done no wrong to Hitler
the same wages and conditions as
or Stalin, and
were obtained in the "model offWhereas: Should Hitler or Satlin want to invade this country
shore agreements." From the shipColumn
destroying
and
everyconstitute
the
Fifth
all
they would
owners' side of the picture freight
thing that is good, and destroying all labor organizations as well
rates have been raised in all
as sabotaging all ships, as they have in all the countries that have
trades by a substantial percentage
been invaded, destroying conditions, lowering wages, destroying
ASTORIA.—To make operation
and even more important to them
all things that, we, as loyal Americans have stood for, even to of the Mr'
)more economical, one
cargoes have been heavy wito
therefore
itself.
Now
be
liberty
it
change in the MFP constitution
nearly all ships sailing loaded to
RESOLVED: That the Marine Firemen's union immediately
was voted by the convention.
capacity and freight being left on
purge from its ranks all comrats and Nazis and upon the majority
The
delegates
unanimously the docks in some instances. Fiof the branches concurring with the resolution that it be, and
act as, a mandate to all oficials from the membership to remove struck from the constitution the nancial reports for the off-shore
from all ships, union halls and wherever they may be contacted, provision for payment of $8 sal- operators which have been printed
all men directly or indirectly with these organizations, and that ary a day for executive board in the public press show large inthey stand expelled from the Firemen's union forever and all members and trustees while on creases in net profits for the preloyal members are asked to concur with this resolution and all Federation business, and in addi- cedin gtwo quarters. Shipowners
members are reminded that should they fail to express themselves tion provided that expenses of on all coasts have granted a 10
by refraining from voting that they are indirectly voting for the executive board members should per cent "emergency war increase"
be borne by their own organiza- to all hands employed on board
comrats and Nazis, and be it further
Resolved: That we send copies to all branches, to all interested tion instead of the Federation.
ship during the recent weeks
parties such as labor unions, and to the press.
Because of constitutional chan- proving conclusively that profits,
Respectfully Submitted,
ges made last year and approved and good ones, are being earned.
J. J. QUINN.
by referendum, this years' change, In our opinion the offshore owners
being unanimous, did not have to are more than in a favorable position, to meet our present demands
the purposes of Quinn and anyone else that sees this in the same go to referendum.
for an offshore agreement.
light as Quinn does. So it is apparent that this is not directed against
How Negotiations Stand Now
what Communists are in the Union, but against the progressives that
At the conclusion of eight weeks
are members.
of meetings, during which all of
Who Commits the Crimes?
ACA's proposals and those of the
It is a waste of time to go into each charge made by Quinn„ as
owners have been gone over thorthis was only used by him to make it appear that the ones named in
oughly, the negotiating committee
. But, when it comes to talking
the resolution was guilty of crimes
about crimes that are committed and "enemies of the membership,"
ASTORIA. — MFP Convention has submitted to the owners a
the membership should be well awhere of the fact, that the some few delegates instructed the incom- new draft of an agreement which
hundred dollars that the CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS ing officials to work toward con- embodies all clauses which have
found short in San Pedro is still short...
solidating all West Coast labor been tentatively accepted by both
Napoleon Rides Again
papers, beginning with coopera- parties during negotiations exceptIf such a resolution was to pass and become LAW in the Union, tion with the California CIO in ing wages. Our proposal also conin spite of the fact that its UNCONSTITUTIONAL, Agent J. J. endeavoring to merge the "Voice" tains the committees' new offer
Quinn would become the Napoleon of the MFOWWA . . and there's and the. Frisco CIO "Labor Her- on wage scales. Additional meetno doubt that that's what Quinn is striving for. He would be able to ald" as the official Federation ings are scheduled for the coming
compel the Firemen to think the way he would want then to, under paper. Findings are to be sub- weck in which both parties should
threat of being "purged." He would be able to throttle the voice of mitted to the District Councils reach final agreement.
the membership. But let it be known that even Napoleon met his for approval.
Waterloo, and Quinn is as yet no Napoleon.

MFP Backs ILWU
Fight for Full
Labor Day Holiday

Resolution

ACA Negotiations
Make Progress

Convention Backs
Youth Program

Convention Votes
One Change
In Constitution

Delegates Move
To Merge Coast
Labor Papers

Red Spot Before the Eyes
In closing we wish to say a word or two on he "Fifth Column"
that Quinn is always frothing from the mouth .. . Who are the real
Fifth Column and Trojan Ponies in the Firemen's Unidn? ... It is
precisely those people that take the membership's money those
people that disregard the referendum of the mmbership, those people
that attempt to throttle the voice of the membership; those people
that use the working people's money without letting them know
about it, and later when they are called to answer for it, they start
seeing Red Spots before the Eyes and shout Red in what is an effort to
cover their own thievery methods . . These are the Fifth Column.
These are the "Trojan Horses," yes they are the real enemies of the
membership of the Firemen's Union . . . The membership in San
Francisco, as well as Portland, rejected this union-busting, shipowners
(Continued on Page 6)

Silver Dollar Bar
18-20 Rue Chu Pao San
(Blood Alley)

SHANGHAI, CHINA
Service as you like it!
Steamship Style!

In Negotiations
The owners nave agreed up t
date to place a fourth radio officer
on eight of the large passeng•
ships on the Pacific with a separate room for the chief and first
assistant radio officers. The fourt,
man is to be carried in lieu of all
overtime on these vessels and t
limit work to eight hours per day.
The owners have agreed to pay a
flat sum of $2 per clay overtim
on ALL Class "B" passenger vessels while such vessels are at se
The $2 per day per ship is in lieu
of all overtime. Two weeks' annual vacation per year, accumt
lative for two years at option of
radio officer with provision th •
furlough shall not break continuity
of service has been agreed to.
Eight dollars per day for radi
officers employed by the day has
been agreed to and an overti
rate of $1.10 per hour for all overtime worked has been granted.
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(Continued on Page 8)

NMU Jump Voice
Consignment
From 10 to 100
popular
NEW YORK — So
on the
become
"Voice"
the
has
has
NMU
the
East Coast that
10
by
order
had to multiply its
times.
Paul
Educational Director
"Voice"
telegraphed
Schmidt
a
editors to send 100 copies
formweek, instead of the 10
.
Will
erly received. The paper
of I
parts
various
be on file in
the hall.

ALAMEDA
WHAT YOU LIKE
TO EAT AND DRINK

JENSEN'S BUFFET
1539 LINCOLN
Alameda, Calif.

Stockton, Calif.

AMMO

What Stands Between Us
and An Agreement
Substantial agreement has bee
reached on all other clauses for
the new agreement exceptin:
wages. The owners have consist
ently offered the committee a 10
per cent "emergency war ir
precrease." The committee is
equivincrease
pared to accept an
alent to this amount for passenge
ships and has reduced its demand
for freight wages from $165 t
$150 per month beyond which
the
does not intend to recede for
th
reasons pointed out above plus
additional fact that wages for
radio officers on freight ships a actually at an unbalanced ratio
when compared to earnings o'
other departments for 1937 (th
date of signing the old agreement)
and 1940. The offshore owner
the
should recognize this, as all
other shipowners on the Pacifi
coast have already done soNegotiations for the new agreement have been long and protract
its
ed. Your committee has done
the
very best as it understands
actual].
meaning of the word since
during
meetings have been held
the past eight weeks. Your co

33 S. San Joaquin St.
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Marine Cooks and Stewards
MC&S Honor Roll MCS Convention Report
By John O'Donnell
SAN FRANCISCO-The folbrothers have sublowing

scribed to the voluntary $5.00
Strike Fund:
$1.911
51. Nikaido, No. 525

L
.

.

. V. Scaggs, No. 991
A. L. Mendonsa, No. 2586
John Baler, No. 695
Vaelave Curik, No. 1950
4. W. Hartsfield, No. 1943
W. Pitts, No. 365
W. Crozier, No. 1710
. Rinkleib, No. 1281
C. G. Lingeman, No. 1352
4. Murphy, No. 2433
C. Anderson, No. 324
Luburieh, No, 1210
P. McGuire, No. 2651
L. R. Reynolds, No. 1123
1. Rodriguez, No. 1000
. Atilt, No. 862
E. Sollberger, No. 1653
A. Bowers, No. 1357
.. MacDonald, No. 2629
B. F. Davis, No. 1137
A. W. Hughes, No. 577
1. A. Bergman, No. 1654
1. Goldstein, 1132
B. Perry, 1195
S. B. Colt, 1759
. Pfahnl, 1166
L. W. Kremer, 2125
H. K. widnibead, 1335
D. Ferguson, 612
. Milan, 90
R. W. Gunn, 1291
E. Milanesi, 2057
1. Rleisner, 9170
1. H. Long, 1259
J. Pastore, 1060
L. Lopez, 892
L Morris, 2:387
L. Pope, 928
4. Canfield, 1709
E. Harlan, 1776
J Bishop, 2322
G. L. Chung, 1986
N. G. Wong, 1998
. Jacobson, 674
N. Silling, 2436
4. B. Henley, 1842
C. G. Pollard, 687
. Hespel. 1920
1. C. Helm, 1696
W. J. Davis, 2306
T, F. Wall, 9119
. Norden, 2654
arry Walton, 911
StevenNon, 1596
11, J. Smith, 1222
Ellis, 411
H. Ferguson, 924
I. Dvorin. 796
. Bead, 1358
McilKonon, 2799
R. RAMOS, 931
F. J, Endert, 487
5. Johnson, 772
.ValIez, 308
S. Ensstrand, 130
J. Gracie, 1022
. Gilmettl, 1170
. Murray. 2581
C. Kidd, 669
H. Eastman, 51
.. 'Van Pelt, 404
red Gervin, 931
IV, V. Fury lance. 1194
. N. Camponeschi. 1938
. J. Hayes, 1570
P. Villabol, 415
E. A. Hoist. 1912
Moller, 1921
2. NI. Barbour. 2305
J. Almeida, 9116
R. .1. Mills. 2568
. Welt., 1365
. Robinson, 1361
T. Olsen, 431
H. Brenner, 2128
'_._ 11. Antrotter, 976
W. 0. 'Lewis, 1287
A. Breyvogel. 1644:
. • Buoy, 2285
,. Sche,rdditkopt, 2010
E. C. Flanagan. 585
51. J. Garcia. 1273
. S. Allen. 809
J. Ryan, 1131
H. Carril. 1933
R.
IL Lawrence, 962
. Hunt, 1467
;1. Skill, 2732
A. P. CaHallam. 1533
C. G. :tones, 441
. R. Wood, 870
. A. Beandin. 2076
E. Marshall, 3595
isn't)
.
Moore, 10525
D. A. Holden. 18023
J. Brown, 6706
‘• W. Melionsh, 15882
. Palmer, 18343
Ernest Sloth, 4013
Frances Bryant. NMI ..
" E. Gordon, 6822 NMU
•. Moss, 6822, N.M.U.
G. ,1, Hulonis, 18535, NMU
1. Sehinke, 4601 N5111

I.

5.101
5.101
15.09
5.00
5.90
5.00
5.90
5.00
5.00
5.90
5.00
5.101
5.09
5.00
5.110
5.00
5.00
5.00
5,00
5.09
5.00
5.011

5.011
5.00
5.00
5.911
5.911
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.00
5.011
$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.00
5.00
5.90
5.00
5.00
5.01
5.09
5.110
5.01)
5.011
5.00
5.90
5.00
$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.90
5.00
5.00
5.011
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.101
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
$ 5.00
5.00
5.09
5.00
5.00
5.00

,. ,

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
$5.00
5.09
5.00
5.00
5.09
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.110
5.00
5.00
5.09
$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.90
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

And so the list grows. Pay
YOUR voluntary assessment beore July 1, 1940.
If you have paid and your
ame does not appear in this
tome, it will be added next
week.

j
„

ospital List
W. Bennett, 0. Mobley, Ely Alev,y
Morris Hall, Harry Carter, J. N. KneisNick Torvas, A. Jackson, Geo.
•
h, David Modin, A. Holmberg, J.
trairchild, E. Klinger, Jack Reiss, A.
ulqueen, J. Dunn, Frank Geibman,
Case, J. 0. McArthur, S. Fromm,
Entine-, Jean Tigare, W. Eder, T.
Ryan, Muriel Davidson, Russell Crock,
S. Lenly, Josephine Casteel, J.
ick, Walter H. Morrison, Harry
triaher, H. Roberts, Chas. Goodpaster,
aidoBerdine Nichols, Geo. G. Silva.
,

S. F. Ships 152
shipped
3
Uhief stwd
5
Cook-twd
et COOk
1
C,.1118 diet
Larder cook
1
eakfast ck
1
Storekeeper
1
Yeoman
1
_....,:-. iceman
1
at.
cook
7
---End cook-baker 5
Scullions
11
........* amen
37
4
twardess
1
Wine stwd
•- t pantrymn 3

Shipped
Asst. pastrymn 1
1
baker
1th
3
3rd butchers
bartender
1
Asst.
Asst. hd waiter 1
1
hid baker
si
Waiters
14
B. It.
Bells
6
El opr
4
Porters
2
Galleyman
1
Tel optr
Total

152

Registered

123

• ew Vacancy on
Maritime
ommission
-AN FRANCISCO-Shipowners
egan searching for another stooge
tar the Maritime Commission this
•ek as Edward C. Moran Jr. announced his resignation, effective
gust 1.

Aleutian Backs
Up MCS Demands
stewards
KETCHIKAN -The
sartment of the SS Aleutian
animously voted confidence in
the MC&S officials and negotiat' committee and sent Joe Mulls, MC&S agent in Seattle, a wire
eking up the union in its nego^"
."
:7.•tions.
"Hold tight for basic demands,"
• wire said. It was signed by
ban Saunders, delegate.
seeo"
..

See Frank McCorides letter, "The Real
"Fifth Column," on Page

(Following is the report given
by Jack O'Donnell, MCS delegate, to the MFF convention.)

I have purposely delayed
making my report in the hope
that at the last minute we
would receive a report on our
negotiations, these negotiavtions are of vital importance
to every organization affiliated to the Maritime Federation. On the termination of
our agreement Jut September, we signed a 60-day extension clause whereby we
would give the employers 60days notification and they
would give us the same.
The reason we did that was because the shipowners have spent
the last two or two and a half
years building up a strong machine on the Pacific Coas`. to
fight labor. They have organized
the country against us through
the Associated Farmers and other
organizations. They have campaigned and appeared before the
people in the outlying districts,
speaking against us and putting
the heat on in every way possible.
In the small towns there is hardly
a meeting of the Ladies' Aid or
Bridge Club or the like without
someone speeling about the waterfront workers causing the farmers most of their trouble. They
buy their fruit in small tonnage
lots, paying as little as possible,
and give as the reason that it's

it might be thrown into Government arbitration, which might
result in restrictions against the
shipowners as well as the union
and seamen losing by it.
We have three basic demands:
Hiring Hall, Saturday afternoons
and Sundays off in port, and the
eight-hour day. On the question of
Saturday afternoons and Sundays
off in port: Our ships are traveling off the Pacific Coast; particularly, passenger ships take a trip
around the world which takes
narly four months, and during that
time our men are required to work
continuously except for a couple
of hours here and there. This is an
intolerable condition. Going around

the world and maybe get three
days off. We believe that we are
entitled to at least Saturday afternoon and Sundays off in port.
This has already been recognized by Pacific American ships in
the contract with the MEBA where
that is recognized. At the present
time the National Maritime Union
on the Atlantic Coast enjoys Saturday afternoon and Sundays off
on all their freighters.
At our last meeting with the
shipowners they agreed that they
would oiscuss the question of Saturday afternoons and Sundays off
in port. We have already maintained the Union hiring hall and
the main issue before us today is
the eight-hour day. In the last issue of the Voice there was an article about the Pacific Shipper,
shipowners publication, which had
made the statement that they believe we are going to soften up on
our demands because of the attack of "Fifth Columnists" made
against us. For the last two
months we hve carried on a public relations campaign to bring
these problems before the public.
It is bringing results. Every week
100,000 leaflets are distributed.
Not just nywhere, but taken to
every resident and the case explained to them. We are on the

MCS Signs
'Longest
Telegram"

that if a satisfactory agreement
cannot be reached we will have to
pull the men off the ships. Now
this effects all of you vitally.
Longshoremen, firemen and other
groups are going to be in a position where they will have to support Us. A lot may happen in the
next few days and I certainly hope
that the shipowners will come to
their senses and recognize our just
demands.

We have an issue that we can
take before the public. It is a
clean cut issue, not in dollars
and cents, but an eight-hour day,
adopted by the Congress of this
United States. The eight-hour
day is being enjoyed by all other
maritime groups. We have a
good beef and we think we are
going to get somewhere with it.
Our Union took the forefront
on the question of war bonuses.

SAN FRANCISCO-The Marine
Cooks and Stewards have again
taken up the serious and import-

Page Three

Seamen
oft the

Political
Front
By HAL KRAMER,
Secretary, Seamen's Division of
LNPL
320 Market Street, S. F.

Portland Potshots
Points

Puns

Personalities

HIS COLUMN is once again coming to life in print, NOT
because the authors thereof have had any requests
T
from the readers of the "Voice," but because physical condi-

tions now permit the gathering of the material. All Alaska
boys are off, the agreements and negotiations are over, the
ry Bridges in this country where
Maritime Federation convention has come to a successful
ARRY BROWN is Presi- close, and generally, at
he legally and rightfully belongs.
times our mind's off fishing and
dent of the Monterey swimming, we occupy our minds by dishing this stuff and
Hundreds of members have signed
the telegram, which will be sent to LNPL. Charlie Mew, Secre- hope same will be acceptable. If not, you can blame the heat.
President Roosevelt this Saturday tary-Treasurer, and Joe Sim- The local Stewards hall is once°
urging him to exert his influence ington are active in the work. again taking on the appearance of up presiding over the District
as the leader of the United States, There seems to be hesitation the good old pinochle days. We Council meeting; Henry McGrath,
to secure the defeat of HR 9766, on the ship by some who have with us Irving Newmark, re- out-going prexy of the Federation,
the Allen bill to deport Harry think that LNPL is too politi- cently out of the hospital in Sin- in company with Walter Stack,
MFOWW and others, dropped in
Bridges.
cal and are taken in by the gapore and glad to be home
The wire points out that he has red scare that is making the Pete Lipinsky, another charter on our metropolis between gears,
Pinochle Club member, has just so to speak. Messrs. McGrath and
been completely vindicated of all rounds of the ships.
arrived and piled off the Maine.
charges by Dean James M. Landis
Well, let's look into this a Pete has to play pinochle "one- Stack were en route from Seattle
to San Francisco, and this column
respectant work of fighting to keep Har-

one of this nation's most
ed legal authorities. Bridges' only
crime has been the betterment ts...
wages and working conditions of

little closer. Labor's Non-Partisan
League was started in 1936 and
its main purpose was to help labor
elect candidates friendly to labor.
working people under the terms It helped to re-elect President
of the Wagner Act. The Allen bill Roosevelt with its millions of

armed" as the other is in a sling extends sympathies. Our "unusual"
and is the recipient of medical at- weather hit all time hot spell high
tention daily, as the result of se- and the boys were compelled to
vere burns suffered on the Maine drive through that heat . . . Too
Joe Railey, the third hand in the bad, we usually have nice balmy
Pinochle Club, has been here for spring weather in this part of the
several weeks waiting for some of country. (This column got that
the boys to come in. Too bad, he's way whilst sojo'Irning in Southern
just about forced to ship shortly. California. Please excuse!) . . .
Oh, well! Such is the life of a sea- Art Harding, incoming prexy of
going Chef d' Cuisine! . . . George the Federation, we are told, will
Huff is now out of the hospital commence his new duties by trying
and feeling considerably better. A to straighten out DC No. 3 at the
visit to Brother Huff at the Broad- coming Friday executive board
way Hotel will go a long way to- meeting. Good luck, A. E. ! ! !
On the CIO front in the locale,
wards making the brother feel better, so don't forget him, boys! .. . we espy various and sundry memThis port and the local MC&S bers getting signatures to the
Union hall were graced this week world's longest telegram to be sent

We had to tie up the ships to get
our present war bonus which is fostered and supported by anti- members throughout the U. S. in
amounts to 25 per cent. This is labor forces. It is an unconstitu- 1936. It has consistently fought
not adequate, but through the tional bill of attainder and repre- for labor and its rights
in the
efforts of ourselves and other or- sents an attack on rights of un- courts, in Congress,
in its publiganizations affiliated to the ions, labor and social legislation cations. Its
national president is
Maritime Federation we have and civil liberties. The wire re- John L.
Lewis, and its vice presibeen able to have a boost made quests further that if the bill is dent,
Sidney Hillman. It consists
In the bonus. In addition to this passed, that President Roosevelt
of CIO, AFL and independent unany ships sailing in the Medi- veto it.
ions and groups, and almost half
terranean gets $1 a day. How
On the Monterey, on her las of the unions affiliated are AFL.
long ships will operate in the trip up from Los Angeles, hunBut let's get down, to something
Mediterranean I cannot say at dreds of crew members signed enthat rffects seamen.
this time.
thusiastically from all departThere are the following pertinWe also took part in the estabments, thus aiding in the goal of ent bills in Congress now. A bill
with a visit of Brother A. Stingle, the President in the matter of
lishment of the CIO Maritime
20,000 signatures by Saturday. to prohibit all aliens from sailing w.k. member
who was in on the Harry Bridges' deportation atCommittee in Washington. We felt The Marine Cooks realize the serion American ships. Second, Presi- Santa Cruz Cement. Another mem- tempt. According to observation,
it necessary to have a committee
ousness of this bill, and urges dent Roosevelt has asked for sev- ber who has
not been around these the Portland quota of 2000 names,
to represent us at all times. With
member to express their op- eral hundred additional thousands ports
for a long time is Pete will be well surpassed . . . In any
legislation continually being put every
on account of the maritime unions
way possible.
any
position
in
of dollars for the Bureau of Mar- Litus, who is second cooking on event this column hopes it does. . .
before Congress which vitally conthat they don't'now whether they
ine Inspection and Navigation to the tanker Camden
cerns us requires someone there at
. This col- The heat, we think, is to a degree
will tie up the coast or not and
draw up a list of "subversive ele- umn has renewed acquaintances responsible for the small PIUC
all times to keep us informed. Anthat they have to protect themments" in the merchani marine- with Pete, who has not been seen meeting last week. Too bad, ALL
other thing which our union has
selves.
but what and who are "subver- since Pedro during the '36 strike. the delegates weren't on hand for
recently put into effect and are
This machine is so powerful that
sive"? Don't forget that Dies ,calls Pete's added avoirdupois is some- a decent meeting was really had.
finding has a wonderful effect on
we felt it .futile to try to fight it.
Bridges and the whole CIO "sub- what becoming. (By the way we Henry Schmidt, ILWU 1-10, San
the members, the rank and file of
As long as it was the shipowners
versive" and that the MCS is a don't insinuate, 'becoming larger') Francisco, president, appeared and
our organization, is the Open
time, we feel it was not the time
gave a resume of the Federation
CIO union and their 'leaders will
* * *
Forum held twice a week. At first
to move.
SS Monterey, at Sea,
convention activities and accombe called "subversive" and now
it was a little hard to put over
Jimmy
Burke,
Number
2
San
We have been negotiating now
May 28, 1940.
the idea, but i.oday the hall is
especially that they are out for Pedro boy, is espied stewarding the plishment. Brother Schmidt gave
for the short period of eight radio at every opportunity. We
always packed for these Forums. Mr. E. F. Burke,
the eight-hour day, and the tanker Baldhill and moaning they a very conservative and clear cut
months. And out of that eight pay for our own radio time in
Secretary, Marine Cooks and
MFOW and the SUP will also be haven't been to Pedro for some picture on the stand of labor as
months' negotiations we have ex- addition to the regular CIO radio We take up every controversial
subject that may arise and the Stewards' Association.
subversive elements.
time. What is it, Jimmy? The appertains to the national defense
actly nothing. The shipowners broadcast,
and are bringing these men discuss their various probWe of the stewards' department
Anyone who talks strike or for Hollywood romance ? ? ? Oral program, and outlined just what
counter-proposal took away things problems
before the people.
lems and today our organization of the SS Monterey, at a regular better conditions or more wages, Nearing missed out on the "Alas- was the power behind the effort .to
enjoyed in our last agreement, rotOn "Fifth Columnists," we has a clear picture of
the situa- meeting at sea vigorously protest in this war emergency, certainly ka the Bountiful" and has depart- get this country engaged in the
ten as it was. We took this before
have been able to counteract tion, national and international. the treatment accorded to one Is subversive, according to Dies, ed for 'Frisco •
. Harry Bonnell, European carnage . . . The rethe Federation and with the supthat. I was one of the members Today we find our organization James Schram, a member of the and today according to Roosevelt. who likewise missed
.
Alaska., but marks were very well received
port of the Federation were able
of the committee who went to stepping out in front regarding crew on this voyage in the stew- Even though the MFOW is not a who had
chances
to
go
up for a Following Brother Schmidt, Mark
to soften them up a bit.
Washington, to the Attorney legislation and political action.
Haller on the political welfare
ards' department. Although we CIO union, they certainly are con- Bristol Bay Cannery under
anOn May 1st we gave the shipGeneral and explained the many
The question of political action have found this member, a trip sidered a militant union by the other agreement, and would not be committee, reported all was quiet
owners notification of termination
acts of sabotage being carried by a unon was one of the questonsi card man, guilty as charged, we
on the political front. Mark must
Maritime Commission and the a party to busting down our conof agreement, which means that
on. We brought to his attention by a union was one of the ques- cannot understand, in this day and
have meant he hoped all political
ditions,
shipped
out
Inspection
and
on
the
Bureau
Marine
of
Henry
on the 30th of this month we will
the sabotage taking place not tions raised with Dean
age how an American on an AmerD.
Whiton.
As
Harry
Wayne
put it, "I'd views and expressions were like
Navigation and will be in for the
have no agreement. Our demands,
only .in Boeing plant but also in Morse and I want to report
that ican ship should be treated in the same treatment for their leaders rather breathe sulphur, than inhale these of Brother Schmidt, and then
I am sure, are familiar to the dele- the
Douglas plant. We have the
manner hereunder set forth:
salmon on punk pay"; we arc things would, no doubt, be quite
and delegates on the ships.
gates here. We are 'asking for the proof of this. We took up the our union is 100 per cent behind
okeh.
That he was locked up in the
political
action.
We
rather inclined to agree
can't
segregate
with
agree
Even though you may not
eight-hour day, and an eight-hour question of the
Japanese fishing the various political moves from brig in the tropics at Pago Pago
Charley floss, secretary PI170,
Harry.
with me that Harry Bridges is
day is practical. It is being worked crafts operating on the Coast of
on May 7 in the morning. Was
Henry Schmidt (not ILWU's gave a resume of the up to date
one of the greatet labor leaders
on freighters. It is being worked California and proved definitely labor moves and because we recogbrought up but one meal in the
activities of the radio program and
in the country still ,you will admit proxy, as we'll deal with him later
throughout the entire maritime in- that they were ships of the Jap- nize this we take an actiim part
urged all members to write in exin the politcal actions of our evening, and th,e next day was not
on
in
this
column!)
is
crying
that
forthe
attempt
by
an
dustry. We have been working anese navy. At that time frtey
that this is
given anything to eat up to 7
country.
pressions regarding the program
he's
been
shanghaied,
and
this
in
nine hours in a spread of 13 hours said we were screwy and they
reaction to attempt to break
I don't want to make a complete o'clock in the evening until the ces of
day of ship sales, too! It seems . . . which reminds this column,
and 63 hours a week. We think filed our information. Today
up our unions by deporting our
we see a great number of cars
report on all our activities because delegate found this out, and then
we have put up with this long they accuse us of being "Fifth
that is what the Al- the local MC&S agent wouldn't
that would take too long, but I went to bat. It was brought to leaders. And
sporting banners on the bumpers,
even
let
Hank
unpack
his
gear,
enough.
Congress, BR 9766,
Columnists."
want to say this, and ask the con- the attention of the members and len bill in
but shipped him right out on the reminding the public to tune in
The attitude of the shipownOur organization, and other or- vention
each night at 7 and listen to the
the delegate that the brig has no will do.
to
go
on
record
supporting
ers has changed considerably ganizations affiliated to the Marilisting Maine, after he'd just completed
day
all
on
keep
can
I
CIO Reporter over KWIT ... Good
the Cooks regarding the termina- lavatory facilities nor wash room,
an
overland
journey
from
New
since last September. At the pre- time Federation, have not been
idea, and seems to be getting retion of our agreement on June 30. and this man was not taken out the anti-labor acts that are TIOW York, where the San
sent time they are making tre- asleep. We have been the first to
Anselmo
sults according to comment overat any time in the two days of his coming up in Congress or that was delivered to foreign
new
mendous profits and they don't bring the attention of this sabot- Our issues are these: Maintaining
our hiring hall, the lifeblood of any .imprisonment. We think that this have already been passed and for owners,
heard in various quarters . . .
Too
bad,
Harry
!
!
!
see fit to have the ships tied up age and Japanese activities to
the
depend
on
organization; the eight-hour day, case is serious enough to be which labor must
Joseph H ruska, a probationary Looks like Sister Rosella Royce
at this time. Congress doesn't Washington. When we explain it to
and Saturday afternoons and Sun- brought to your attention and also millions of • members of Labor's member,
will not grace the PIUC Council
as
just recently admitted
want to see the ships to be tied the public today they
can readily days off n port. I would also like to the District Council No. 2 and Non-Partisan League throughout
a regular delegate from
into
ILWU
the
union,
expresses very well
up at this time on account of a see the phony move accusing us
block.
country
to
to put before the convention the published in the "Voice of the Fed- the
how he feels about preparedness. 1-28 any longer, according to re"national emergenpy" and na- of "Fifth Column" activities.
For instance, LNPL is ilow
question of support of our posi- eration."
He not only paid his 1938 strike ports. Seems the Warehouse local
tional defense. Because of this
On negotiations, I have stated tion.
working on the longest teleis withdrawing its delegates from
Fraternally yours, .
assessment, but asked how come
the Council. This column sincerely
gram In the world to be sent he couldn't pay one
CREW, SS MONTEREY,
for 1940, too?
hopes the local reconsiders, and
June 17, to President Roose- When informed it
Stewards' Department.
did not pass, he
Sister Royce, along with the other
velt protesting the Bridges' de- ups and pays it voluntarily.
H. C. LAWLER,
That
portation bill. It will take over kind of a start,
delegates, continue in their splenDelegate.
penditures, and increasing war ap- today,
gives the reader
now therefore be it
did work.
eight, hours to send it over the an idea, how some members
SAN FRANCISCO-MCS head- propriations, as well as sanctionreally
"RESOLVED: That this meetWe see, according to the papers,
wires. It consists of A message appreciate being in organized
quarters unanimously adopted a ing loans to belligerent nations, ing of the Marine Cooks' and
Paul Satko's famous Ark of
signatures for labor . • . and
of
and
rest
the
and
that reminds this
Stewards' Association, on board
resolution from the Mariposa
Juneau, is making headway off the
which the signer pays five cents column of the decent results
turn...."WHEREAS: He has stated the SS
11Iar1posa go on record as
stewards, June 6, opposing the that he will
to defray the cost of sending it. ed in by other local unions on the coast of British Columbia, en
tolerate no labor being definitely against
the presSo in these days of 'political MC&S "offshore strike notice." route to Alaska. Because of the ex"presient anti-labor pro-war atti- troubles in his naval expansion
SEATTLE-The following
ent anti-labor, pro-war attitude
acts on all sides of us by the Copies of letters sent by various cessive heat here, We will sign off,
tude" of President Roosevelt.
members
are
program, and indicates an anti- of
in
the
Marine
HosPresident Roosevelt, and be it
ahti-labor forces and big business unions to the shipowners are pil- and in our imagination join Mister
The resolution declared:
pital:
labor attitude, and
further
Satko in the cooling breezes of the
Washington, D. C., the fight by ing up with each mail's
in
Al
"WHEREAS: At the present
arrival,
Berryman,
F. Martin, 2610; N.
"WHEREAS: A state of war
"RESOLVED: That the YANKS Tusehinsky, 720;752;
much on the picket and should rosult in the organiza- British Columbia coast, and if we
R.
so
not
Williams,
is
1202;
US
R.
time President Roosevelt is cut- in the United States would create ARE
DEFINITELY N 0 T COM- Higgins, 1404; D. Cameron, 1262; S. line as on the political front. And tion getting
survive the "pipe dream," will be
somewhere in their
Parra, 406; P. McPherren, 2110; B.
ting down on needed relief ex- a dictatorship as exists in England
ING."
with you next week. Bon voyage!
Wilkeson, 1216; R Lowndes, 267; T we must act now and fast.
beef with the shipowners.
Tremlett, 153; E. Onion, 273: 77. Welch,
• * *
* * *
108; D. Hoyt, 1424; S. Boyd, 158,
Join LNPL. join the Seamen's
Faces Which became familiar
Division of Labor's Non-Partisan sights in Astoria at the FederaLeague. Start a branch on your tion convention were again espied
cally condemning the bill to de- bers to write
personal letters to
in this fair City of Roses, included
ship.
SAN FRANCISCO-MCS head- port Bridges, said it WAS sup- their
* * *
Congressmen and Senators,
Henry Hansen, ILWU Coos Bay,
ported
by
"the
leaders
of the
quarters on June 6th adopted a
We presented 500 copies Of attending DC No. 3 meeting; Larry
BEER-WINE
anti-labor forces in Congress, and to President Roosevelt, de- --- resolution from th Mariposa stew1183 West Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO-At the last John L. Lewis' speech before the Fertig, ILWU, Astoria, the famous
whose hope is to weaken the manding defeat of the move to
Congress, in clam digger of the convention, was
ards giving a "whole-hearted v7717, unions, depress wages
Long Beach, Calif.
regular meeting of the Marine National Negro
and deport Bridges.
which he invites the youth, aged,
Phone 605-18
Cooks
Association
Stewards
and
of thanks and confidence" to Har- worsen working conditions
The bill is being pushed under
common
ry Bridges and condemning the I hrough the deportation of cover of war hysteria and is clear- it was voted to place the firm of and Negroes to make
cause with labor through Labor's
Bridges."
move to deport him.
ly an unconstitutional bill of at- Gantner and Mattern on the UNThe resolution requested mem- tainder, the MCS resolution said. FAIR LIST and to boycott all Non-Partisan League, to ILWU 1A second resolution, specifitheir products until they have 10. They were glad to receive
reached an agreement with the them. These were paid for by doIntl Longshoremen's &
striking members of the Interna- nations from the ships.
Where the Longshoremen Eat!
Warehousemen's Union,
tional Ladies' Garment Workers
old
Marcantnio,
-Vito
FLASH
The proposal for a California
Local No. 1-8
"Widespread atemPts," the res- Union.
A letter was sent by the secre- friend of seamen, is one of the
SAN FRANCISCO-MCS head- defense set-up is "merely
PORTLAND, OREGON
Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
the ap- olution added, "are being made
tary informing the firm of our f e w Congressmen consistently
quarters went on record "as beFountain Service
Membership Meeting
plication of the "M-Day" Plan to under the guise of national dewar
Administrations
the
fighting
ing unalterably opposed to the
2706 N. Mississippi Ave.
fense and the whipping up of war action. Gantner and Mattern are
Every
2nd
and
4th
Wednesday
local
conditions
program.
for the purpose
at Knott
employer-inspired plan for a Calihysteria in America to take away makers of beachwear. They also
7:00 P.M.
fornia Defense League which will of facilitating the general attack the gains which the labor move- use the trade name of Golden Gate,
HARMONY HALL
be used against the organizing on the trade unions," the resolu- ments for years fought hard to Hi-Boy and Wikies on their mer7th and Alder
chandise.
campaign of the CIO."
tion said.
atain."
Marine Cooks & Stewards
The workers who have been emBUD GALLAGHER, President
212 Eddy Street
Association of the Pacific
ployed by this firm for a period
MORRIS FISHER, Sec.-Treas.
Phone BR. 2481
San Francisco
of ten to twenty-five years have
210 Governor Bldg.
COLE JACKMAN, Bus. Agent
been locked out because they
BM Sweeny
Ralph Carrlere
taking amounts of fish ordered, by the company) without limit and
wanted the right to union repreEddie Lane, Agent
Formerly S. S. Matsonia
SAN FRANCISCO-As we have etc.) the fishermen feel that
new without stoppage until the end of sentation, collective bargaining,
reported previously, salmon agree3k.
agreements must be made.
the season. In this way the boats and decent living standards.
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Waterments were signed in the month
Shell Gasoline, Shell Lubrication
the
of
Some
dealers
have offer- can be rotated and all the fishertenders !Iti. Wipers' Assn.
of April with various wholesale
A. H. Ward, Agent-Thursfish dealers in the ports of Fort ed to take all fish that is brought men have a chance to go fishing.
BR. 1949 8th and W. Burnside
day at 7 p.m., 111 W. Burnside
Bragg, Eureka and Crescent City, in providing the price is dropped
The situation now is a virtual
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland,
BR. 0947 14th di N. W. Couch
and the San Francisco Bay area. to 6 cents per pound (the present lockout of all salmon fishermen
Sam Hammel
Ore.
Hen Wingle
Although the New England Fish agreement calls for 101
/
2 cents for
In this area, and the fishermen
421-19 Drumm St.
100% Union
SAN FRANCISCO-Support of Betw. Jackson 6 Pacific, adj. Emb.
Company has continued to take large salmon and 6 cents for small consider the real objective of
A FRIEND TO ILWU
Slitter 9811
salmon throughout the entire sea- salmon), but the fishermen feel some of the companies is not to the IWA's $3,500,000 rituit against
son in the ports of Eureka, and this would not pay their expenses buy salmon, but to try to divide the Red River Lumber Company
Choice Wine and Beers.
Crescent City, the other companies for going out. However,. they are and disrupt the unity of the -aftermath of the vigilante terAttorneys-Sailors' Union of
Best of Home Cooking.
MEET AT THE
have taken very little salmon in willing to compromise on a straight fishermen. But the fishermen ror which drove 600 families from
the Pacific, Portland
Seamen's Hangout.
any of these areas. As there have price of 7 cents per pound round, are standing solidly together and their homes in 1938, was voted
While
in
San
Francisco
Make
been many instances of violations and 8 cents per pound dressed, have indicated that no one will this week by MCS headquarters.
Our Hotel Your Home,
Beer-Cards-Restaurant
The Cooks voted to buy vigi- Preachy
of the agreement on the part of providing the companies will take go out for salmon until the com1003 CORBETT BLDG.
Chuck
Moe
some of these companies (paying all fish brought in by a certain panies are ready to deal with lante stamps being sold by the Ant, Mgr.Prot
Mgr.
,.
W.
Ave.,
7
3rd
N.
Portland
5th and Morrison
MCC'S
1375
lower prices than agreed on; not number of boats (to be indicated them in good faith.
IWA to push their ease.
, -
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Shipyard Strike Shows
Tories' War Tactics

IF ANYTHING was needed to show the seamen what the operators
have in store for them when war breaks out, the Kearny, New Jersey,
shipyard strike did the trick.
It was a simple strike, for simple trade union demands, for union
protection. The strikers wanted 10 cents an hour increase and annual
vacations of one week for men employed by one company three years.
The strike was not called on account of the present Eureopean war,
It did not come as a result of the war and it had nothing whatever to do
with the war.
Nevertheless, the strike had no sooner been called than the press,
the radio, the employers, government officials, newspaper columnists
(whether in the pay of the manufacturers or not) and other propagandists began to tie it up with the war—as if the United States were already
taking sides in the fighting in Europe.
The main theme of the professional ballyhoo artists was that, inasmuch as naval vessels (as well as merchant vessels) were being built in
the Kearny yards, the shipyard workers had no right to an increase in
wages—or at least, no right to strike for an increase. (How to get wage
increases without striking for them was not discussed.)
Congressman Cox, of Georgia, even went so far as to suggest, on
the floor of the House of Representatives in Washington, that the
strikers were guilty of "treason.
And why? Was it for mulcting the American people of millions of
dollars, as the shipowners had done? Was it for making billions in profits
during the World War, as the Dollar-a-Year-Men did? Was it for refusing to support an anti-Hitler front three years ago, as the Welles, the
Chamberlains and Daladiers did? Was it for sabotaging the New Deal
as the N.A.M. and the U. S. Chamber of Commerce did?
Of course, they don't mean it. They know what treason is. They
know the difference between honest American workers and dishonest
employer-agents in high places.
But the lesson for us is this:
No matter what action we take to protect our organizations and
our conditions, efforts will be made by the operators and their agents,
paid and unpaid, to tie up with the present European war. They will cry
"sabotage" and "treason' and "Fifth Column" and "Trojan Horse" and
"Communist" and a lot of other things that have no bearing on our
activities.
We will be subjected to all sorts of underhanded attacks by our
enemies and their agents. We will be called all sorts of vicious names. We
will be compared to persons and movements unpopular in American
tradition. All for protecting our organization and our working conditions.
Attacks by employer agents and newspapers on the Kearny strikers
should serve as a warning to the MFP membership. We must expect the
same kind of treatment. We must be prepared for it. But, above all, we
must not be taken in by it, fooled by it or lured into giving up any union
protection.
We have a right to the same trade union protection in war time as
In peace time.

Road To War

ITH FRENCH Premier Reynaud appealing for full aid of the
United States in France's fight against Hitler, and with the National Administration moving rapidly toward war as the Tories now dare
to openly urge our declaration of war against Germany, every seaman
aught to think over carefully the resolutions on neutrality passed by
the Federation convention.
There is every parallel, from Roosevelt's appointment of a national
defense board to the first-loans-then-munitions-technique of the Administration, between America now and in 1917. And almost the lone
voice in the Senate against the War Party is Senator Norris, who reminded his colleagues that "twenty-three years ago I raised my weak
voice in this chamber against the declaration of war, and all I said then
fell upon deaf ears."

W

Who's Going To Watch The Dog!

Y TRANSFERRING ships to foreign
B
flags at the slightest request of the
shipowners, the U. S. Maritime Commission threatens completely to sabotage the
purpose of the Maritime Act of 1936,
which was to build UP the American Merchant Marine, providing an adequate sea
auxiliary of the Navy and an independent
transport service, whether for peace or
war.
As of May 1, 90 vessels of 364,000 tons

Green Backs
Ripper Bill
ASHINGTON.—William Green, presNIV
ident of the AFL whose own set of
amendments to the Wagner Act were
proved by John L. Lewis to have been
written by the Natl. Association of Manufacturers, has come out in the open itt
support of the Smith ripper bill in a letter
to Congressman Howard W. Smith, Virginia polltax reactionary who fathered
the bill.
The letter, which astonished Washington observers accuatomed to Green's attacks on
progressive laws, took exception only to the most
extreme of the Smith amendments, declaring
that the bill "will remedy in a large measure
the difficulties and abuses of the administration
of the act of which we have heretofore complained . .. we ask for your support and vote
for the bill as a whole."
The Smith Bill, product of a year's intensive
witch-hunt by the Smith Committee probe into
the Labor Board, has been described as an attempt to turn the Wagner Act into "an instrument for the oppression of labor." Originally
Green and the entire AFL leadership opposed it,
hoping to get their own NAM written amendments passed.

CIO In Hawaii
Asks Wage Act
T. H.—Passage of a wage-hour
HONOLULU',
act covering all Hawaiian workers and other
to benefit

—RAN KIN

seems to us that it's about
time that somebody talked
sense about it.
A fifth column is a gang
of hypocrites, who, under
the pretense of patriotism,
betrays a cause, and plants
a knife in the back of its
defenders.
What are we Americans

90 Vessels of 364,000 Tons
Transferred for Profit

had been transferred with the permission of the
Maritime Commission. Many tankers, including
16 former Esso jobs, had not required such perMission.
This represented 5 per cent of our total fleet
and nearly a fifth of our sea-going fleet, the
exact section which the Maritime Commission
was supposed to protect. The United Fruit Company particularly had developed a policy of
transferring ships simply to avoid protests.
Enormous Profits
Enormous profits were made by the trans.
ferring company. Even the Foreign Policy Association lists 300-400 per cent. The Saturday Evening Post of April 13 gives 400-700 per cent as
an average, with predictions of some 1,100 per
cent.
To get the lower wages and high freight rates
possible, U. S. Lineessold for a Belgium company
for about 10 per cent of pre-war Value and a
•
mortgage.
Freight rates to Europe have increased about
50-100 per cent, 10-25 per cent to South America,
20-25 per cent to the Far East. On specific cargoes, rates have doubled, tripled and had been
multiplied five times. One Greek made 20 per
cent of a coat of a vessel in a voyage to Italy.
Meantime, at least 5,000 U. S. sailors have
their Jobs endangered while the owners are making these fantastic profits. Of course, the Saturday Evening Post says there are no real "bonanzas" as in the World War. The owners made
1,000-2,000 per cent.
The transfers began mainly with the tankers
and two United Fruit boats. Then came the
Christmastide efforts of the U. S. Lines and the
Commission to shift 48 vessels to Panama. This
proposal was licked, largely by the efforts of
maritime unions, but also by the State Department.
Then ships were turned over to Norway, without consulting the rebellious State Department.
Selling Panic
The Kellogg, Grace and others were allowed
to expatriate American bottoms. The Greeks
bought 12. American-Hawaiian sold four. American President transferred a big one, etc., etc.,
until the whole 364,000 tons were sold. Recently
sale of the reserve Hog Islanders was approved
by Congress.
Great relaxations have been made in the
Marine Act of 1936 to get the commission's program started, and in favor of the operators. The
latter now need pay only 25 per cent of the foreign cost for a vessel and may give an obsolete
ship in exchange. Foreign cost subsidies alone
are about one-half cost.
But in spite of all benefits, only 1.1 millions
of tons are building in U. S. yards, mostly at the
entire expense of the Maritime Commission.
Thus by transfers have been squandered an
amount equalling about one-third of our output
for the next year. And they might easily have
employed 3,000 men.

legislation
labor was demanded at a
three-day territorial CIO conference held here in
May.
Representatives from a group of CIO national
Unions with affiliated locals in the territory attended the conference which drew up a program
to guide CIO political and organizational activity.
Ask Work for Jobless
Congress was urged to concern Itself with pro.
Wing jobs for the youth and the unemployed,
obtaining pensions for the aged and medical care
for the ill instead of "playing chess with the lives
of Americans by encouraging loans to warring
nations and further involving the United States
in the barbarous conflicts tAf European nations."
All CIO groups and other labor groups were
urged to pledge financial and moral support to
the Marine Cooks & Stewards Union, If they were
forced to strike to protect their fundamental
rights and the obtaining of a CIO attorney paid
by joint contributions from the various unions
was approved. The International Longshoremen
& Warehousemen's Union had previously offered
to pay $100 a month toward the salary of a
labor lawyer.
In addition to the ILVVII and the Cooks and
Stewards, unions represented at the conference
included the Quarry Workers International Union; United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing &
Allied Workers; United Transport Workers, the
Garage Workers and the Teamsters.
Trade union membership in Hawaii has increased from a few hundred five years ago to
nearly 10,000 today, according to estimates.

The Real
5th Column
THERE a fifth column
in the United States?
IsSure
there is, and it

supposed to be defending? It's
our country, and the institutions or the Pounding Fathers
—liberty, freedom, tolerance,
the rights of the title man, the
man who never got a break in
any other country because he
had to work for a living. All
those things mean Democracy.
That's our cause, and the plain
people of America are its de-

fenders.
*

*

IS attacking our liberties? Who would break
down the standards that have
made America great?
Who is trying to cut wages
in America? The aliens? It
must be that foreign fellow
that works on the next machine
to yours. Sure, that's it. He'll
get the money the boss takes
out of your pay envelope.
Who is firing thousands
from WPA, though there are
It
12,000,000 unemployed?
must be some foreigner—some
red. Hell, yes, the foreigners
and the red have moat of the
They.
Congress.
in
seats
slashed the WPA appropriation.
Who is trying to stretch out
the hours of labor, though millions still are jobless? Who
but Joe Stalin. He's the head
of the Manufacturer's Associaa
tio
Who hiked the price of airplanes to the government, by
$10,000 apiece? The reds did
it. They own the airplane factories, any fool knows that.
Who swindles the govern •
mint by collusive bidding?
(Twenty-five per cent in all
government bids, by value, are
made in collusion.) Well, it's
the fifth comma Alien Agitators. Outsiders. They own the
steel and oil and electric trusts
Who violates the Wagner
Act, a law of the United States
and fattens on governMen
contracts at the same time?
Aliens, outsiders, the CIO
They don't believe in collective bargaining.
Who killed the Wagner
Those aliens in
I
Bill?
i I
.e
Health
oenaaisa.
H
C

WHO

Story of An SIU Member
Editor, "Voice of the Federation:"
A member of the National Maritime Union requested that I put down in writing,
for publication, my personal opinion of the &bafarers International Union.
Having been a member—or I might say an SIU book carrier for 8 months, I certainly am in a position to form
an honest opinion of this nonexistent union.
I had the misfortune to ship
aboard a number of SIU-controlled
ships. And may I state here that
the true conditions on the majority of SIU-controlled ships are so
pitiful and horrible that I seriouely doubt that even an Asiatic
coolie could thrive amidst the filth,
starvation and general exploitation.

Food Shortage
I recently shipped aboard an Ore
Line ship bound for Cruz Grande,
Chile. This trip requires about 40
days. About the fifteenth day out
we began to run short of food, and
when the trip was slightly more
than half over, the following
stores were exhausted: Coffee, condensed milk, crackers, lard, eggs,
potatoes, bacon, onions, and all
green vegetables. Things like jam,
cookies, ice cream, etc., could be
purchased from the skippers.
Each trip the skipper would
purchase 400 pints of ice cream
about 7 cents a pint and peddle
It to the crew at 25 cents a pint.

4

Kennel Quarters
Six men were herded into a 9
by 9 room. The ship is equipped
with a shower bath, hut no water.
It would require a 10-day continuous fumigation to partly rid the
ship of cockroaches, bedbugs, body
lice, and other livestock.
Overtime was refused, and the
alibi was—open port. We can't
pay it. Nevertheless main engines were secured and watches
were broken and the alibi was
shot to hell.
No night lunch was served due
to the fact that cockroaches and
the likes would seize the ship between the hours of 6 p.m. and ti
a.m.
If you could not promote a wash
bucket, you could use someone
else's, providing you sat around
and waited until four or five other
men had washed up.

Worked Off Watch
The crew washed their own
linen. Men on deck were compelled
to chip, clean and paint inside
tanks. Each man had a large station to clean, and if he could not
clean it on watch, he had to do it
off watch.
The skipper dumped his ice
cream at any rate he chose. This
was done with the aid of the first
assistant engineer. In order to
Speed up sales, the first assistant
would close off the skuttle-butt
and when the crew got half sick
from drinking warm water, sales
Would go sky high.
Remember—all this and countless other open crimes were committed against the crews of most
SIU-controlled ships.

America's Largest, Finest
The particular vessel I refer to
here is one of America's largest

and finest cargo vessels, SS
Steelore.
During my eight months in the
SIU I saw backdoor shipping, and
patrolmen using blackjacks and
guns to collect dues.
ByVIC JOHNSON
The undesirables who attemptYORK—He steers
EW
cd to disrupt and smash the Naa course all his own,
tional Maritime Union, in 1939
neither right nor left, a
were given practically full concourse of which he is very
trol of the SIU in the Gulf.
I also knew SIU members who sure, tack her as he may.
obtained free of charge, one year's
Neither brains nor prestige n or political alliance
dues stamped in their books.
Through a resolution containing daunts him. Crossed by either
22 signatures I challenged the SIU Malone or Stack, he rises up
to prove that the phoney $7 on his haunches and says,
assessment was put to the mem- "You're phony, Malone!" or
bership for a vote. The officials, "You're phony, Stack!" He is
Including Lundeberg, derided me as usually up on his haunches
a Communist. In order to evade anyhow. He spends a lot of
an answer they promptly discon- time on his haunches.
Sometimes, just to prove he
inued printing the Seafarers' Log.
undaunted, he waves a sod,is
Financial Mystery
membership
From reliable sources I have den hand at the
phony!"
learned the SIU officials can only and says, "You're all
begins
account for the measly sum of That is just before he
$6500 or $7000 dollars collected in the march to the door.
There seems to be two kinds
assessments. The amount should
of Brother Wino. There is one
be $50,000 or more.
kind that just sleeps peacefully
Regarding the Calmar Line, Ore through it all, undisturbed and
Line, Robin Line, Isthmian Line, undisturbing the flow of arMerchants and Miners' Line, the gument out of which men in
SIU has never had an agreement numbers shape a course. He is
with these companies. Nor, have the peaceful wino.
they been authorized by the Labor
The other type is the conBoard or any local or federal trary wino. He gets in early
power to monopolize, harass, in- and starts swinging at the
timidate or threaten these com- nominations. Sometimes the
panies, their agents and employes. call to order gavel awakens
him. And up he pops, anxious
These companies have no into announce that he is on hand
tention of negotiating any legal
for the evening.
agreements with the SIU, but
And when he pops up, the
do compel their crews to ship
spirit of the guy in the chair
through the SIU, and in so dopops down. In fact, there is a
ing, in my opinion, the comlot of popping down spirit. The
panies are their agents.
inclined to sufThe SIU and the person paying guys are more
silence than heave the
the $18.50 fee become fugitives fer in
codger out. Maybe back in
from justice, having violated a old
our minds some of us think
government law prohibiting a seathat some day we might be like
man from purchasing a job.
that.
From Confusion to Futility
I don't know whether the difThe SIU job agency is not a ference between the two types
union, but a mysterious, mythical, is a matter of personality facfictitious shadow which operates tors in the individual or the
depth of the plimsol mark. Perfrom confusion to futility.
After taking a look at a couple haps the kind of cargo carried
of ships under contract with the might have something to do
NMU and reading a little union do with it.
I do know that this wine-guzbecame
literature, I actually
ashamed of myself, disguised as a zlers' minority gets more conunion man, putting my money into sideration both on the ships and
a worthless cause, sailing in 1940 the union floor than it rightly
deserves, if we consider the
under 1930 conditions.
problem logically rather than
One Fighting Organization
emotionally.
There are hundreds of good men
The usual thanks a brother
In the SIU who know me and have ge t a for standing Brother
agreed upon and respected my Wino's watch is, "You son-of-apolicy toward one great strong and bitch, you stood my watch!
fighting organization for all sea- Why didn't you call me? What
men, the National Maritime Union are you phony bastards trying
to do to me?"
of America.
And when the list of grievI appeal to all SW members
ances submitted by the shipand all other unorganized seaowners against the unions is
men to give the National Maritrotted out, Brother Wino is
time Union a chance to show you
right up on top. And It's not
what real honest action will do.
for advancing the cause of unFraternally,
ionism.
D. L. MITCHELL,
BOYCOTT STANDARD OIL.
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War In the South Seas

SS Monterey, at Sea,
June 3, 1940.
Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
Upon our arrival in Sydney last voyage southbound, May 15, we learned that many
progressive and trade union papers, named by the minister for information (Sir Henry
Gullett) as "communistic organs," had been reduced to skeleton form because of the ban
on mention of the Soviet Union and industrial problems. This had been,,in effect for a
scant few weeks and it was rumored that swift action would follow that decision.
Upon our return to Sydney from Melbourne May 24, the reactionary Daily Herald
came out with a screaming column, "Government to Suppress Red Journals."

())

MC'S Member Says—

Port Orford Firemen
Donate. to 'Voice'

Free Press Dead
In Australia

SEND IN
YOU RLETTERS
TO THE VOICE

Wake Up And Watch The
Shipowners In Congress!

The black gang of the steam schooner Port Orford donated $5.50 this week to cover mailing costs of sending the
"Voice" out to the ship. The following members contributed:
V. Aldama, No. 1269 (delegate, $1.00; E. Thomas, No. 212,
$1.00; T. Gutierrez, No. 3378, 50c; A. Johnson, No. 1999,
$1.00; J. Amundsen, No. 2174, $1.00, and N. Kading, No. Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
1611, $1.00.
To all seamen and waterfront working men in the United States of America:
It is time that the men that go down t o the sea in ships and those that make their
living around the waterfront wake up and find out just what the shipowners in general,
and their stooges in Congress in particular, are up to on the political field in Washington, D. C.
The spokesmen of big business in the halls of the United States Congress are busy

Fireman Says--

All Workers Should
Protest Bridges Bill

as a hive of bees getting legisla- 4>
tion and laws ready to hamstring
stupid, striped, stooge who thinks
and hogtie the seamen in the
that working men were made to
U. S. merchant marine, immediboss around and kiss his
ately, because they believe that
will befall us before we have a
with
about
baloney
all
war,
this
war-mongering opportunists who
chance to counter attack!
traitors,
invasion, fifth columns,
authorized this bill.
Here are some of the bills now
The importance of protesting spies, saboteurs, etc., that we will pending in Congress for the enagainst this bill should be im- forget for the moment our wages, slavement
WATERFRONT
of
pressed on the minds of all the working conditions, and liberty.
WORKERS.
waste
obvious
Because of the
laboring men and women of this
1. A bill of mandate to arbiof effort in trying to split and
country, so that they in turn
smash our unions on questions trarily deport Hary Bridges, the
can write or wire their legisof wages, etc., they think that man that is responsible, as far as
lators in protest, and also to
while we are watching the front one man be can, for wages twice
door for their phoney manue- as high and conditions and freevers on the economic front they dom of labor that can hardly be
can slip in the back door and mentioned in the sent breath with
give us a stab in the back be- those of. 1934 and the previous 13
fore we wake up and find out years. Every man that has gone
what it's all about.
to sea any length of time well reIf they get away with this I member the poverty and slavery
am positive that the "good old that was the common lot of all
prove to the employers that we days," for the shipowners, with a U. S. seamen before Harry Bridges
in the labor unions are not buck a day, miserable garbage, and the longshoremen and seamen
wavering, but are getting strong- fink halls, fifteen hours a day and hove into the forefront of the
Ask
er through every trial the em- up, and abject slavery to some labor movement in 1934.
ployers put us through.
Fraternally,
I. A. QUADRES,
MFOW 2154.

yourself who it is that wants
Not content
Bridges removed?
with millions of dollars of surplus war profits, the shipowners
wish to make billions out of the
sweat and blood of American
But before
maritime wottters.
they can attack the workingmen
and drive down wages they have
to get rid of the leaders of militant labor! I believe the reason
for the attack on Hary Bridges
is obvious to all workingmen that
realize that they are workers, and
not shipowners!

By decision of the federal cab-0.
•
Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
inet the suppression of eight Aus- gineering this war are determined mourn "Flanders Field," but
The Bridges deportation bill is
tralian newspapers had taken that it shall destroy the condi- organize for Peace, Bread and one of the most vicious, undemoplace. The list includes Commu- tions of labor, won through such true Democracy.
cratic pieces of legislation ever
nist and trade union newspapers: sacrifice and struggle.
Proposed in Congress.
Fraternally,
The Tribune, Common Cause
This bill, if passed, would give
B. VAN LAEKEN,
The very exigence of our
(organ of c o ifl h i ii e d mining trade unions is in danger. Don't
the full ahead signal to all the
MC&S 292.
labor-hating, vigilante, union-bustunions), Soviets Today, The
ing forces, not only in the wateruunlst Review, Tile Guardian,
The Worker's Star and The North
Queensland Guardian. So ends the
freedom of the press in Australia.
Protest Now!
The list, it is said, is not comThe number of this bill is H. R.
plete and other publications "were
Baltimore, Md. that he was "a splendid leader."
9766. Be sure and protest it
under close observation." This
But Lundeberg's testimony, after
June 6, 1940.
from ashore and aboard ships by
means that other trade union
crucifying his own non-citizen
wire immediately to President
papers will be suppressed at the Editor, "Voice of the Federation": steam schooner men, consisted of
Roosevelt and your Senator.
first opportunity. Prime Minister
I thought I would write you giving a lengthy lecture to all and
2. Senate Bill 1970 bars all
front unions, but throughout the
Menzies evidently intends to muz- these few lines, because I came sundry on wire-splicing, etc.
"Communists" and Nazis front
whole industry.
zle the entire labor movement.
through the National Capitol at
This free entertainment was
jobs in interstate commerce and
This bill takes on a much more
Washington yesterday and stopped sickening to me when I looked
Bishop Protests
deprives anyone so designated
off to listen to the hearings on back on the days when I sailed formidable significance when it is
from earning a living at his trade.
The bishop of Coulborn (Dr. H.R. 9818, a bill to keep alien or with Harry Bridges on the square linked up to the wave of witchEvery siingle man that has raised
urgman) heads the list of signa- non-citizen seamen off American riggers and who, right up to this hunting and war hysteria which
his voice to better himself and
is being spread throughout the
tures to a protest against the sup- ships.
day, has put aside all personal
his fellow workers, in no matter
country by the same labor-hating,
reasion of the magazine Soviets
The hearing was nothing but a thoughts and actions, to aid the
how small a way, automatically
.oday.
tirade against our non-citizen sea- seamen—yes, American seamen—
is a "Communist" to the shipownFriends of the Soviet Union men and the NMU in particular. In getting the conditions we have
ers, as every union man can tesorganized the protest which will The high spot of a ridiculous per- today.
tify, and this bill empowers the
be forwarded to the prime min- formance
Harry
when
came
Too had the SUP and SIU men
shipowners and our old "friends,"
Etter. It declares that the Soviet Lundeberg of the SIU took the couldn't be here to nee their illusEditor,"Voice of the Federation":
the Marine Inspection Bureau t0
Union is a neutral country with stand
ultra-reactionaries trious leader (or mis-leader) aswhile
This is the heyday for all the anti-labor forces that have pick out aforementioned "Coma powerful influence on the future like Bradley of Michigan, Culkin sociating with the phoniest of the
SS President Roosevelt,
been exposed as such and discredited publicly to re-establish munists"! I am sure many of the
ourse of the war. The peace set- of New York, and Bland of Vir- phoney.
En Route Galway, Ireland,
themselves
as excusable entities under the surge of the super-militants and old time web.
May 30, 1940.
ginia gave him a few pats on the
tlement, the letter adds:
Fraternally,
war
hysteria, distortions as to what constitutes national blies will wake up and recognize,
Whereas: An effort is now being made to use the Congress of the
WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS.
"Leading scientists have ad- back .and, for the record, stated
with all workiingmen exdefense
and military lies intended to uphold such distortions. along
cover
anti-labor
and
activity
DESTROY
the
gains
made in recent
mitted that the Soviet U111011
actly the reason for this bill. ProSo,
we
have
years
the
and to use the United States as a weapon against one individual,
spectacle of the exposed Associated test It at once and fight It every
has mede remarkable advances
Farmers, who were thoroughly
and
In education, culture and scilawful way possible before they
Whereas: This individual, Brother Harry Bridges, has been com- discredit,ed by t Ii e La Follette war. The war represents two
ence from which every country
pick off the delegates of all three
pletely exonerated by a duly constituted authority of any complicity hearings, announcing blatantly, mad dogs in
the manger, two
can learn."
departments on every organized
and of course hysterically, that
or part in any anti-American activity, and
Fascist forces lighting to the ship under the American flag.
The protest states that "there
they
Whereas, This continuous attack is merely a smoke screen to
are on a rampage to "get" death for
economic world hegeOn looking over the Republican
A a serious danger of an attack
cover aati-labor activity and DESTROY the gains made in recent an illusive "Fifth Column"—when mony. Labor
luts nothing to and Democratic parties I see them
on our section, if assented to,
(Continued from Page 1) .
years by Maritime Labor; therefore, be it
the hearings referred to above gain by aiding
either side—and all collaborating like beavers on
nd which may lea,: to the stif- France's intensive drive against the olvIl liberties of the French
Resolved: That we the CREW OF THE 85 PRESIDENT ROOSE- certainly proved that if there is everything to lose.
Involvement these and many other bills aimed
Ling of all freedom."
people; and
VELT in regular meeting, May 30, 1940, go on record as condemning any real Fifth Column actually
WHEREAS: The war aims of the German government have been the effort to utilize the legislative powers of CONGRESS as a weapon bent on sabotaging real national means a transfer of workers at starvation and misery for our
A few of the many signatures
from peaceful pursuits before working people, and millions of
exposed by a long series of Imperialistic conquests; and
f the protest are: Canon Geraagainst one individual and co-incidentally against labor, and be it defense or welfare, it is they, the
work benches, factories, farms, dollars, envier and champagne for
WHEREAS: Seventy-seven per cent of the American people have
further
EieY of Sydney University, several
Associated
Farmers
together
with forests and ships
expressed their deep desire to stay out of such a war; now therefore
to be strewn "our" kings of finance and barone
Resolved: That we call upon every member of Congress to com- all their allies, such as the muni• evenues and city councilmen, the
over blacked-out, landscapes of big business.
be it
bat this ANTI-LABOR move at its source, and be it finally
general secretary of the state
tion makers, steel interests, and
RESOLVED: That we urge the State Department to hew to the
Resolved: That copies of this resolution be sent to headquarters the whole long parade of tycoons with their bodies bloating and LNPL Is Active
ALP (Mr. W. Evans), the secreline in enforcing American neutrality; that we condemn any deviaary of the Sydney Labor Counof the National Maritime Union, to the Maritime Federation of the that are tied to and are a part of stinking to high heaven in the
The only group actively fighttion from neutrality in treating the belligerents, as a step towards
cil (Mr. R. A. King) and the
Pacific to the Congressmen and Senators from this district and to the interests that is Wall Street, summer sun. And for what? ing in the interest of labor in
involvement in war; that we support the Geyer resolution on AmeriFor "Freedom"? May God
the Labor Prom
general and seamen in particular
ditor of the Australia Worker.
perverters of the Monroe Doc- damn
can neutrality; and be it further
us if we are so stupid as is Labor's Non-Partisan
Adopted
by
crew
regular
meeting
at
held
May
30,
League of
1940.
Yankee
trine to disguise
imperial- to swallow
Vigorous protest has been
RESOLVED: That in this war time crisis we will use a new
that. And He will, the CIO and the AFL.
ENO PRIJEAN, Recording Secretary,
ism, the whole sorry mess of the
aised by the Communist party standard by which to judge the sincerity of public officials' adherence
not being able to help it.
JAMES ROBERSON, Chairman.
LNPL has won a number of
nd many fraternals and liberal to democracy—we will judge them by the standard of
struggle in Europe, the crazy Fashow hard they
Everything for national defense victories in the past four years
dictators
the
cist
equally
and
organizations.
fight to solve the problems of American democracy at home—parcrazy• Fascist cliques of France —but defense for America and throughout the nation, notably in
While writing this letter (June ticularly America's Number 1 problem of unemployment; and be it
and England--in short the whole not foreign interests and pretki- New York, Pennsylvania, Michi.
3) we received the following finally
shebang that constitutes the war tory international imperialism. gan, and numerous places whereRESOLVED:
That this Sixth Annual Convention of the Maritime
adiogram from New Zealand:
making set-up of imperialism as Every voice, every blitzkrieg kept- ever they have been organized.
"Censorship regulations police Federation of the Pacific calls upon the American people to fight each
press headline, every utterance LNPL can and will defeat these
raided premises of People's Voice and every action, large and small, subtle and significant, which Editor, "Voice of the Federation": is allowed his say and leaves we have always known it.
from any quarter, from the Presi- measures before Congress at the
this
what
to
And
has
do
with
fl(I removed entire plant." This ignores our stated policy of absolute neutrality in the present conA resolution by Quinn, business the meeting in good health. But
dent down, that takes sides in the present time if all seamen and
working class paper is the most flict, whether by selling munitions to one side or the other, or attempt- agent for the Marine Firemen, down In San Pedro get up to us, with our union? Everything,
present conflict behind a smoke- maritime labor muse their political
irogressive in the country. Al- ing to drum up public sympathy for either side; and that the organi- San Pedro branch, was ruled out expose a wrong but be ready to brothel.. The vielng of world and screen of false scares,
military lies strength by actively supporting
national
supremacy
forces
for
and
though it is too early as yet to zations represented at this coriference continue to cooperate on Issues of order by membership at head- take a dumpling
good
In
about invasion dangers, false
common
of
interests
tending
to
spread
attempts
bolster
the
to
a
dying
the
message to 411 the world quarters. The resolution in brief storm-troop fashion.
know,just what effect it will have
I'm not
Evi
'
e.y
r seaman should join La.
speculation as to the ultimate LNP
n,the civil liberties of the peo- that "THE YANKS ARE NOT COMING"1
brought out personal attacks going Into details as to what capitalism reverberates hourly as
bor'e Non-Partisan League immeeither
power
now
side
of
spent
ple,, there can be no doubt that.
against Brothers Yates, Stack, goes on in S. P., as you all the, picture shifts with direct efweakened by war, or any and diately and get ready to put a
•t will lead to the au pp ressin g of No. 38. Against Amendments to Johnson Act
Bailey and Banish. Using the Tro- should be aware of same. In fect and influence on the trade and
move that curtails our labor labor man in Congress instead of
every
WHEREAS:
Following
the
first
World
unions
turn
War
and in
on our agreeall freedom. New Zealand. is the
it became Increas- jan pony hysteria and the old sing- short, it is agree with the Quinn
and
social
gains, is it part of the corporation lawyers and stooges Of
ingly
apparent
that
European
nations that had borrowed billions of song that the above brothers are clique or else.
ments and the still prevailing
act warring country to suppress
real Fifth Column and must be the economic royalists, as Roose.
,he freedom of the press while dollars from this Nation had no intention of ever repaying it; and Communists and out to wreck the
You should begin to realize what right to strike and the right to
recognized as such. Under these velt termed the phonies in Conthey pretend to be carrying on a. as a nation we were subjected to all manner of abuse and called Union, etc.
would happen if you did not have speak. Every world-wide event
smoke-screens,
t h e Associated Kress IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS
Shylock"
simply
"Uncle
because
we
expected
the
payment
debts
of
The usual cry of them all when men in your Union ready to ex- has in its wallop an eronoinic 1111ar to save "Civilization and
Farmers
an
that this time BEFORE HE BECAME THE
owed us, and
they are exposed.
pose the officials when there is pact that stuns and staggers
Democracy" ...
they
going
were
operate on CHAMPION OF THE FIFTH
WHEREAS: The United States Government underwrote the loans
to
Ferguson, McCarthy, Engstrom, a shortage of Union Money on enough to justify hysteria, undue
COLUMN ENGLISH AMBASSA.
These events' result in lengthy made by American bankers to Europe, repaid this money borrowed
and many more had the same old their books and any underhanded alarms, allow military lies about purely legal procedures which is
discussions aboard the ship of from the bankers and let the final burden of this
DOR Lord "Marmalade" Lothian.
certainly
something
them.
new
for
indebtedness fall line.
Because Brothers Yates, methods concerning the principles Invasion dangers, wholesale redthe danger of American partici- as a hardship and deprivation on the backs of the working men and
It is the right and duty of
Stack and Bailey and Barrish are of the Firemen's union, and Pedro baiting and the destruction of all Their hope is that what was aliation in the war.
every
women of this nation and as a result of national indignation and disseaman to register and
ways
reprehensible
and un-Amerimen enough to expose Quinn's bears a good watching.
semblance of civil rights and libvote in the coming elections, and
In case of America's entry into gust over the whole sorry mess there was enacted In Congress, sev- actions in the Firemen's
can
methods
before,
may
now
be
Union
In closing I want to bring out erties and democracy (as we had
to take an active part In the
,his holocaust, the progressive eral years ago, a bill known as the Johnson Act, which prohibits loan- makes them dangerous wreckers—
Yates, Stack, Banish and Bailey hoped to know it) under the guise clothed with legality to their ad- way the government
Is run If
workers aboard the SS Monterey ing any further money or extending credits to those nations In wilful is so much Quinn talk. Is that can look their
vantage.
War
can
doing
and
is
fellow men in the of doubtful "emergencies".
he does not wish to become 4
warned that our unions would be default until they have paid what they owe, and
Quinn's answer to his actions eye and say "we keep our books
Here is your real "Firth Col- that.
slave or a subject (as the BritWHEREAS: There is a sudden move In Congress to amend this which were exposed
iped out. If this assertion be
Fraternally,
by these straight." Can Quinn say that?
umn" — the enemies of the
ish call 500 million people under
true, and every passing hour act In order to allow these defaulting nations to again borrow and brothers?
Is Quinn bitter beFraternally,
Frank McCormick,
people that perform the work
their rule). Take an active part
roves it as truth, then it is up again default, and thereby require the workers of America to foot cause he was unable to drive the
MCS.
of the world. Labor is the backJAMES H. ROBBINS, 906.
in government and keep our
to the trade unions to fight the bill for World War Number 2; now, therefore be it
firemen into the SIU? He got
P. S.: Brothers, take more in- bone, the keel of national de.
freedom and citizenship before
gainst the tide of war hysteria
RESOLVED: That the Sixth Annual MFP Convention go on rec- his answer to that 1713 for MaWith most of its important sec- the big boys get a chance to
terest in your union at this time, fense. The shooters of help to
lid propaganda. They will have ord protesting vigorously to the administration, and the
Congress, rine Firemen anet 78 for his SIU. More than ever because it is you either side of the struggle-for- tions stricken
out or
badly slap us In the concentration
to raise thunderous insistence against any amendment of the Johnson Act, and be in finally
Brother Quinn, it appears, who are the union and it's you who markets and domination in EurRESOLVED: That copies of this resolution be sent to appropriate
mangled, the Senate passed the camps they are lining up for at
would
like
to
see
Headquarters
gainst any entanglement whatmust be ready to support brothers ope, are the gigantic business
present.
committees In Washington, to President Roosevelt, Secretary of State
like the Pedro branch. When a who are men enough to expose outfits that profit from multi- LaFollette-Thomas oppressive lasoever in the Imperialist Hell.
Fraternally,
Cordell Hull, and to the Labor Press.
brother takes the floor at Head- wrong.
Help keep the books dons, steel, oil, rubber, tin, cot- bor practices bill by a roll call
G. H. LAWRENCE,
The monopolists who are enquarters to expose a wrong he straight. J. H. R.
ion and all the commodities of vote of 57 to 20.
MC&S, 962.

SIIJ Pie-Card Hits
At Alien Seamen

Who Is the Real
Fifth Column?

Pres. Roosevelt
Crew
.,
„
Protests Bridges Bill

MFP Calls For
Neutrality

A Fireman's Answer
To Quinn

Professional Directory, S. F.

an Francisco Union Meetings....
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 62
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Convention Nall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee, 9d and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
p.m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Prank De Mattel, President
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon.
%eines. Agents.
T. W.Howard, Financial Secretary.
William T. Flenneberry, Re.
cording Secretary.
4
Support the New Deal With
United Strength.

IN NE

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary —
Thursdays at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., TeL 14/Ouglas 5650,
San Francisco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

Bay and River Bargemen
Local 1-22, 1LWU
and Powerbeatmen
Meetings—let and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Manuel Baptiste, President and
Business Manager, GArfield
1904. William Correra, Dispatcher. GArfield 1904.

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific

Regular meetings at Druids
Temple,44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p.m.; 4th Thursday.

Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p.m., at 86
Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, SecretaryTreasurer.
NC
NE

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS

E. Fidelli, Corresponding secrotary G. Mathias, Treasurer.

100 Sacramento St.
International Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.

Chris Christensen, Recording Secretary.

111
MEETINGS
ATTEND ;YOUR UNION

Importers of Wel-Pao Products

Attend Your

Inlandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock, Room 263, 24
Market Street,

a

a

A. L. McCurdy, Business
Agent.
Phil Sandin, Business Agent.

iesemsep-IIN

GLADSTEIN,
GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS

t.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

EAGLE'S B ILD1 G
Union Meetings

Auditorium and Halls
100% UNION

800 Mills Bdg.
San Francisco, Calif.

273 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone HEmlock 9207
Frank P. Walcott, Bldg., Supt.

Henry Schmidt, President.

tary.

,
-111

Pacific Trading Co.

31i

Women's Auxiliary No.1 of th
Maritime Federatio

Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249,
C. Shouten, President
E. MOWN Recording secre-

COMPLIMENTS OF...

Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
EUGENE PATON, President
San Francisco
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish Rite Auditorium,
111-

Attorneys for ILWU 1-0, 1-11

oiSPROPPOOPRINVVIONIalrilsixiiKPWWINFVer

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

FRANK ORWITZ
620 Hearst Bldg., ltd & Market
San Francisco
GA. 6333 Monte Phone: MO. 1305)

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at 4..?w
Attorney

for vanilla Coast marine
Firemen, Oilers. Watertendere

and wipers' Association
1650 Russ Bldg., Slitter 81166
San Francisco, Calif.
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+ Official WOW News +
MFOW Report to Convention
resented by headquarters, went on
(The following, slightly con- record as unanimously for this
densed, is the report given by peace plan proposition, and is still
Walter Stark, WOW delegate, backing it 100 per cent, but is
meeting the opposition of the shipto the MFP convention.)
peace,
Following the 5th annual owners, who do not wish
and from people in the labor moveMaritime
convention of the
ment.

By Walter F. Stack, MFOW

Federation on the Pacific held
in Everett, the Firemen's Union has participated more and

Legislation
Maritime Commission

more in Maritime Federation afOn the legislative field, the Firefairs in comparison with the pre- men's Union has contributed its
year.
vious
share by sending one of its members, Walter D. Fisher, to Washington, D. C., to do work on the
legislative front. Mr. Fisher was
Last August, during the period paid by the Maritime Federation
of negotiations with the ship- of the Pacific. The fact that the
owners for improved wages and Firemen's union sent Mr. Fisher
conditions, we had occasion to indicates the extent to which the
make use of the Federation's of- Firemen are conscious of the need
fices considerably. Many meetings of safeguarding and extending our
were held in which the Firemen political gains.
participated, together with the DisOne of the biggest fights in this
trict Councl No. 2, and together field during the year has been with
with the office of the Coast Fed- the reactionary shipowners' coneration. Because of this coopera- trolled U. S. Maritime Commistion with the Federation, we were sion.
able to prevent the employers' atThe Firemen's Union has contacks from attaining its objec- sistently supported progressive legtives, which were the smashing of islation ard has fought against the
the unions, or rather their split- anti-labor legislation. A few exting up, that is, their division and amples are: the Firemen have
ultimate smashing, and of course, voted to oppose any changes in the
the consequent wage decrease, and Wagner Act. Any changes in the
the consequent worsening of con- Wage-Hour Act, they have opposed
ditions which would follow,
the sale of ships or their transfer
The fact that we were able to by tne Maritime Commission. They
come Alt of the situation Septem- have supported the CIO maritime
ber 30 with many concessions to committee's program of progresour working rules was a direct re- sive maritime legislation for seasult of the existence and coopera- men, among which is that outtion of the Maritime Federation. standing Unemployment Insurance
Without the Maritime Federation's Bill. This bill is to seamen what
existence, and with the overwhelm- the Wagner Act is to labor in gening anti-strike sentiment in exist- eral. It is being opposed today by
ence, the shipowners would surely the Merchant Marine Institute on
have succcded in their objective. the Atlantic Coast, by Harry
Their objectives were made clear Lundeberg and by Paul Scharrenin various shipowners' journals, berg, the AFL seamen's legislative
"we will take all our losses at once representative in Washington.
and get it over with." This was
Our cooperation with the Nathe tenor of the shipowners' sen- tional Maritime Union through the
timent preceding September 30. years has improved somewhat. We
continue to ship through their
halls, and we grant them the right
to ship, that is, the engine departThe Firemen's Union has bene- ment, through our halls on the
fitted as much as, and more, than Pacific Coast. The recent ballot on
any other union on the coast from the subject of the NMU and the
the facilities offered by the Mari- SIU indicates how the Firemen's
time Federation, its Distrct Coun- Union stands on the question of
ells, the "Voice of the Federation" NMU and SIU.
and the "Radio Voice." For an entire year, a complete page has
In the past year, the union has
been devoted to Firemen's business. This paper has been circu- made many efforts to have King,
lated to every ship on the seven Ramsay and Conner pardoned.
seas coming under the jurisdiction Thus far we have been unable to
of the Pacific Coast. It has en- affect this purpose, but are still
abled those members or the Fire- working hard at it, and we will
men's Union to be better informed fight until we free these innocent
on their union affairs than at any members of a shipowner murder
other time in the history of the frameup. We likewise have three
other brothers in prison in the
American marine industry.
East, Brothers Panchelly, Brown
. The Firemen's Union, in the latand Woodworth. We are doing
ter part of last year, called its
membership on the steam schoon- everything in our power to get
these men released.
era on strike in order to improve
At the present time, we have
conditions on the steam schooners.
Because of the solid backing of a couple of our members in prison
the various unions of the Federa- charged with mutiny, which grew
we out of an incident on the steamtion, and a couple of others,
were able to win this strike in a ship Ewa.
period of a couple of weeks. This
is the first time a complete maritime service has been tied up by
Other cases have come to our
one union and tied up successfully.
Without the backing of the other attention in the past several
unions through the Federation, this months where captains on ships
obviously could not have been such as on the President Garfield
have refused the crew the right
done.
to send in a telegram to Congress
urging action against amendments
Following the general negotia- to the
Wagner Act. Attempts by
tions of September 30 and the the authorities to
deport the State
steam schooners' action in the very Secretary of the
California Comlate part of the year, the Maritime munist party, Wm.
Schneiderman,
Federation Executive Board work- though he
has had his citizenship
ed out a plan of proposed long- papers since
1927, indicates to
term contracts which would create what lengths
the economic royalpeace on the waterfront. The ship- ists are
going to move against the
owners would not agree to this seamen,
and labor in general.
and as yet, have not agreed to
this. Th Firemen's Union HS rep-

September 30th
Negotiations

'Voice of
Federation'

Labor Prisoners

Civil Rights
Threatened

Peace Plan

The Place to Eat and Drink—

GOLDEN TAVERN
27
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.
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25 Years of Famous Service

0. B. OLSEN'S
RESTAURANT—TAVERN

98 Embarcadero, S. F.
ILWU Supporter

DENTAL CREDIT
on your own terms!
NEW TRANSPARENT MATERIAL

Plates
Bridgework - Fillings
Impressions taken In
morning,
strong, comfortable plates ready
same day when necessary. Take a
year to pay — 12
Dentistry months or 52 weeks.
Completed Easy credit.
At Oncel
Reasonable

GAS
NOVOCAIN
Extractions

Fees!
1-DAY

SERVICE

opriv

EVENING%

1208 MARKET, Corner Eighth St.
SAN FRANCISCO
471 19TH at TELEGRAPH
OAKLAND
()THEE OFFICES
Burlingame, Palo Alto, San Jose.
Santa Rosa. Sacramento

ated by Congress for the Bureau
of Marine Inspection and Navigation "for the purpose of combating
subversive elements on the high
seas." It can be seen very plainly
that this is a move like other
moves to ban Communists and
foreign-born workers from interstate commerce, and is designed to
divide labor and ultimately smash
its otganizations, because after all,
who will determine who is and who
isn't a Communist?
Any one who strives to improve
conditions or increase wages could
hysterically be labeled as a Cornmunist, and denied the right to
vote. The foreign-born workers
could be so intimidated that they
would not dare organize. These
plans, which have been sponsored
by Hearst, the National Chamber
of Commerce, the National Manufacturers' Assojation and reac-

Howz Shippun?
Monday, June 3 saw 20 jobs on the board, four of them
for NMU men. All of the NMU jobs were for the J. L. Luckenbach, an oiler, a, fireman, and two wipers.
On West Coast ships, the Lum
berton called' for a utility man
and two oilers, the Columbian an
oiler, two firemen, and a wiper;
the Makua two combination men;
the Coast Banker a fireman and
a wiper; the Texada a fireman,
a wiper apiece for the A. M. Baxter, Mauna Lei and' Mapele, and
and oiler for the Mauna Lei.
Tuesday 25 jobs, with the Admiral Laws hiring three firemen,
three oilers and a fireman; the
Pennsylvanian an oiler and a
wiper; the Mapele a deck engineer,
and the Mauna Lel a wiper. An
NUTJ wiper was shipped for the
Baldhill.
Wednesday 10 jobs, with the
Lurline accounting for a second
electrician, a fireman, and three
wipers. The Bandon took a cornhination man; the Makua an oiler;
President Coolidge a yeoman,
while the Mapele and Mauna Lei
a wiper apiece.

tionary elements in the unions, are
designed to split and wreck labor's
gains. One of the biggest tasks
of the Firemen's Union in the coming year is to fight vigorously
against any denial of civil rights,
to Communists, foreign-born or
any other workers, because a denial of civil rights to one is a dennial of civil rights to all.
Another point I wish to raise
is the question of the wage increase granted May 1 to 5000
Firemen on the Coast. Without
the slightest hesitation I would
like to state that it is my conviction that the "Voice of the
Federation" is more responsible
for the wage increase than any
other single factor. Three weeks
before the increase war granted,
the general sentiment was that
the possibility of wage increase
was very slight. The "Voice of
the Federation" and "Radio
Voice" published the profit figures of the American-Hawaiian
Steamship Company, which made
500 per cent profit in the first
three months in 1940. They made
$94,000 in the last quarter of
1939, $450,000 In the first quarter of 1940, and $1,800,000 on
the sale of ships in addition to
the $450,000.
The "Voice of the Federation"
showed these figures for almost a
month before the time the wage
increase was granted, resulting in
almost all the seamen on practically all ships getting so hot
under the collar that their demands were presented by the union
to the shipowners, who grantA the
wage increase. To a great extent,
the "Voice of the Federation" is
responsible for this.
The MFOW concurred, especially
headquarters of the MFOW, 100
per cent behind the legislative and
other policies of the Maritime Federation under. the able leadership
of Brother McGrath, President, and
Secretary Bruce Hannon.

Harding

(Continued from Page 1)
mittee desires that the new agreement be signed at an early date,
we are confident that the membership is desirous that it be signed
now. The offshore owners have no
legitimate reasons to further prolong the reaching of an agreement.
Boiled down and putting it briefly, all that stands between the
membership and the offshore owners' and an agreement is $12.50
per month for operators on freight
ships. This is pin money along

ABERDEEN
MINT
Good Eats

Tobaccos

Home of Hamm's Beer
ON TAP

Opposite ILWU Hall
ABERDEEN, WASH.

Add 2 to the
Siamese

American Trading
Sells Two Ships

Introducing
A Pooch
We wish to introduce to the
membership a pooch that seeks
higher learning, and prefers a
book to a bone any day.
The dog was purchased by
Brother William Fitzgerald, our
temporary janitor, from a gentleman who was temporarily financially embarassed, for the sum
of 50 cents, cash on the barrel
head.
For this sum a massive junior
anchor chain was thrown in, with
links as thick almost as the dog'S
hind leg.
We regret to advise, however,
that the canine prefers a book to
a bone not for the purposes of
higher education, but for the reason of better mastication. On his
first visit to the involiate, immaculate and virginal offices of the
Firemen's Union, he immediately
disdained all attempts at hand
shaking, head slapping, and back
tickling negotiations, and tore
wholeheartedly into several books
and magazines that were conveniently handy.
The dog claims that the "Voice
of the Federation" bundles are
particularly tasty dish, and he
can't wait until Saturday morning
for his whack at them.

a
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At First Defense Industry Strike

+MN

Membership on Guard
In closing, the membership of the MFOWWA should be well
aware of the fact that more resolutions of this type will find their
way into the ranks of the MFOWWA ... Ships crew should make it
their business to answer this attack in no uncertain terms that
"there shall be no Napoleon's In the Firemen's Union ... Ship's crews
should demand of Quinn an explanation of the money that is still missing, they should demand of Quinn that a halt be put to his tactics
of attempting to break up the union by attacking trade union democracy and his attempt to set up a one-man dictatorship . . .
Act now, preserve your democratic rights by voicing your opposition through resolutions and letters to the Union, and the "Voice
of the Federation."
Signed: William Battey, Allen T. Yates and Walter J. Stack.

.m1111

Cries from Congress of "tantamount to treason" and this is no time "to grab off 10 cents-anhour wage increases" met the first defense industry strike at the Federal Shipbuilding and Drydock
Co. at Kearney, New Jersey. The two-day strike ended June 3 when the firm, a U. S. Steel sub•
sidiary, agreed to negotiate demands of the Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers
(CIO).

MFP Convention

Urges Unions To Buy
`Trial of Bridges'
TO ALL FEDERATION AFFILIATES:
Modern Age Publishers have brought out the book,
"Harry Bridges on Trial," which tells the complete story
of the attempt to frame Brother Bridges at the hearings
held last summer in San Francisco.
This book is written by Estolv Ward, well known California newspaperman who was head of the Bridges Defense Committee, and is a valuable weapon in our struggle
to present the maritime union's case to the public.
The book retails at 50c a copy, but it is available in
block purchases to unions and other organizations at the
following discount rates:
100 or more-30c each
500 or more-2'7c each
1000 or more-25c each
The Federation at its convention went on record urging all affiliates to place orders for this excellent book
with Modern Age Books, Inc., 432 Fourth Ave., New York
City, N. Y. Because of the low price of the book all orders
must be accompanied with cash or check.
We would be glad to have all affiliated unions take
Eulvantage of this exceptional offer as soon as possible.
Faternally,
JAY SAUERS,
For the Maritime Federation.

MFOW Hospital

Patronize
'Voice'
Advertisers

side of other items that go toward
the expense of operating ships. It's
a charity figure when compared to
existing profits and earnings for
the industry.
With the full support of the
membership behind the work of its
committee at its very peak we
cannot fail. Our new agreement is
just around the conrer. Delivery
time is past due. The membership
has unanimously offered to go
around that corner and pick it up
If necessary to save time.

Benito Affects
Coast Shipping

these ships in the Trans-Pacific
trade would mean, of course,
that the President Taft, Cleveland
. and Pierce would be tied

(Continued from Page 2)
resolution, and the membership is more convinced than ever as to
who the real Trojan Horses are ...

North Wind Crew
Aids King,
Ramsay, Conner

Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water.
tenders & Wipers
Stanley Mish, Agent
Thursdays, 7 P.M., Honolulu

Saturday eight jobs, the Mexican taking an oiler and a fireman; the Makawao two wipers;
the Whitney Olsen a fireman; the
Mauna Lei a wiper; the Whitney
Olsen a fireman, and the Coast
Miller a fireman.
On Sunday pierhead jumps
were sent out for the Waimea
and the Absaroka.
Total for the week—eighty.

Sidney; and return home by the0
Mariposa.
The Admiral Wiley from the sale of these ships to
was being operated under an iin- purchase larger and faster ships.
dependent agreement with the So we have faint hopes there,
American Trading Company.
One of the best offshore agreements we have, it calls for the
combination firemen-watertenders
to get $95 per month, and the
With the back stabbing entry of
oilers $95.
Benito Mussolini into the war, the
future of Pacific Coast shipping
seers sharply.
The closing of the Mediterranean to American ships means
that a whole flock of American
On the other hand, the reflag vessels—East Coast ships—
named Martin Sivertsen and Rawill be shut off from regular
mona, on which we likewise neoperation.
gotiated swell agreements, have
The Export Line ships, for inbeen sold to the Siamese government. The land of Thai, they stance, will be confined merely
to Atlantic Coast ports of Portugal
call it now.
Then the Pacific Lighterage and Spain. Many Isthmian Line
Company also have made a deal ships will not be permitted to run
to sell the Admiral ,41..aws and the there, and naturally, the revised
Admiral Senn to Siamese owners route that enabled the Manhattan
and Washington to be kept into
also.
That almost cleans out the old operation by running to Genoa
has been eliminated.
fleet of Admiral Line freighters. and
We look forward to a sudden
shift of these ships to the Pacific
Coast, running to the Orient under
the houseflag of the White Buzzard of the. American President
The same outfit, the American Lines. While the cost
of running
Trading Company, has resold the these ships would
be almost proAdmiral Day and the Admiral hibitive in normal times,
comChase to an Australian company, pared to the
revenue accruing
which will only leave one out of therefrom,
nevertheless, as it will
four of this company's vessels still be in the
national interest to keep
operating—the Admiral Y. S. Wil- them running and in
good fettle,
liams.
we look to see a deal made.
However, there is a possibility
It is even possible that the
that the American Trading Com- new America will be
operated
pany may use the dough received on the Pacific. The
entry of

Open Letter

(Continued from Page 1.)
strike in the Gulf. Be was Chairman of the Publicity Committee
on the Rank and File Seamen's
Today, the biggest fight facing Strike Committee at Houston. Afthe Firemen's Union is the fight ter the strike, he came back to
for peace and the fight against Seattle and transferred to ACA
war, for civil liberties, jobs, se- Local 6. He made a few trips to
curity and peace. We have voted Alaska and' then two intercoastal
at our meeting in headquarters, trips on the SS Maine.
in the April 11 minutes, that this
In the spring of 1938 he was
war is an imperialist war, in elected .ACA
delegate to District
which both sides are equally Council,
No. 1 of the Federation.
guilty, and that the seamen In July
he was elected Secretary
could gain no benefits from sup- of
the Council and has served in
porting this year, and have
that capacity ever since.
adopted the position of absolute
neutrality In this imperialist
war.
SAN FRANCISCO — The folWe have also acted to fight
members of the crew of
lowing
Book-No.
ham
277/3
against any amendments to the
Book No.
R. A. Billie , 1021 the SS North Wind have donated
Johnson Act, against these at- TT. Brktier
1034
Wm. Federoff 1745
1642
K. Messner ....1248 the sum of $8 for Brothers King,
tempts to grant loans to the Allies f. Wiese°
4305
B. M. Tilly
1763
or anyone else, because we feel k. Masters ......2573 7. Carlson
2039 Ramsay and Conner. These brothBolgen
2512
L. L. Safford 3260
that invariably American moldiers b.
T. Rasmusen 2971
Ray Conrad ..3835 ers are all members of the engine
follow American dollars. We voted T. Seblauch — 1730 R. Campbell
619
Fisk, OrBertuleit., 4048
R. Snyder ...-.4129 room department: Bruce
to support the defense program of
3. Kaplan
2578
IT. Vallejo
4017
ville C. Pratt, Lloyd A. Gundersen,
the President, provided Labor's 3. Martinson 3943 5. Ganzales
622
rights were protected. It is be- !%J. P. Nilsson 3829 R. Morades
85 Bill Hatworth, Pete Tiernan, Pete
Swanson ....2743
4. 13. Quist
3697 Naegels, Antone Johnson, Dan
coming more obvious daily that the H.
N. Hunt
851
T. Tint
718
t3
country is being driven into war. H. Allen
R P. Fjerm
Healey (permit), W. Barr.
H. 1-Irerris 2532
idad
Yesterday, $236,000 was appropri- E.
G. Cunning7. Lyon
13
66
49
3

31E—
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent
Thursday, 6:30 P.M.
819 Kaahumanu St.
Ph. 3037
Honolulu, T. H.
NE

Thursday nine jobs, with the
President Coolidge taking two
electricians, a machinist and a
wiper; the Montanan an oiler and
a fireman; the Admiral Laws two
wipers, and the Peter Helms an
oiler.
Friday further down the hill,
with six jobs going out, the Admiral Laws accounting for two
oilers; the Edward Luckenbach
two wipers; the M a kawao an
oiler, and the Jane Christensen a
wiper.

ACA Negotiations
Make Progress

Firemen Against
Imperialist War,
For Peace

Honolulu
Meetings

Things look kinda bad for the old Admira I Line freighters, and the hopes we had of
them providing a bunch of jobs permanently for our membership.
In the first place, the Admiral Wiley has gone on the rocks off the coast of New
Guinea, and is listed as a total loss. Engine room delegate Walt Sentinella and the black
gang got off unharmed and uninjured. In a
probability, they will be sent down to

ACA-9 Opposes
Drive to War
SAN FRANCISCO — Local' 9
of the American Communications
Association, has gone on record opposing "the sending of U. S.
money, material or men to either
side in the present war." The
ACA local likewise endorsed "all
justified measures for protection
of our shores &against invasion,"
but pointed out that the front line
of national defense lies in solving
the unemployment and farming
problems and preserving civil liberties.
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Advertisers

New Agreement
With Sulphur Co.

Greetings to MFP Convention
SAN FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU 1-6
(Warehousemen) have signed an
improved new agreement with the
San Francisco Sulphur Co. here,
providing for minimum wages of
75 cents an hour.
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Racketeering Of
AFL Heads Forces
Rank & File Move
SAN PEDRO—San Pedro and harbor area workers continued to swing into the democratic industrial unionism of
the CIO this week, led by the Culinary Workers in nearly
30 cafes.
More than a hundred Culinary Workers have already

Employers Ask Certification
Of AFL'Dirty Dozen'
By ILWU 1-13 Pub blicity Committee
SAN PEDRO—Early last week, we we re in receipt of a communication from the
NLRB informing us that the "Dirty Doze a" of Port Hueneme have come before the
Board asking to be certified as the collective bargaining agent for all stevedores in the
Port of Hueneme.
Representatives of the ILWU immediately appeared before the Board and informed
them that under an NLRB certification, the ILWU had been certified as the collective
bargaining agent for the entire Pacific Coast. Further that this entire matter was coastwise and that District No. 1, ILWU, was interceding and objecting to such certification.
We learned at this appearance that the "Dirty Dozen" from Hueneme were accompanied to the Board by a representative of the Hueneme Port authorities. In other words,
the employers in Hueneme stating to the Board that he also wished the AFL to perform
the longshore work in Hueneme. Further that he had been reading about the CIO and AFL
and had decided that the AFL was the best outfit to do business with. So we have in Port
Hueneme the employer as well as the AFL going to the Board asking for certification
which is something unheard of in Labor Board procedure.
This action on the Employer's part alone should be sufficient to throw the entire matter out. However, by virtue of filing for certification, a hearing will be had
on the matter in the very'near future. The date will be set by the Labor Relations
Board for such a hearing. During the life of the CIO there have been many, many
Labor Board hearings regarding certification, unfair labor practices, and so forth.
But to our knowledge this is the first case on record where an Employer has appeared with a union asking the Board to certify that union and further where an Employer
and the union representatives move into the Board asking for certification*of a group of
people as their employees when in fact, there has never been a ship worked in Hueneme up
to the present time.
Therefore, how can the, Hueneme Port Authorities have any longshore employees!
This is just a good example in a small way of the national program that has been adopted
by the AFL and Employer. They now have a common program, one of complete collaboration. No attention being paid whatsoever to union principles, working conditions, or
wages, but with one though in mind, namely, the defeat of the CIO at all costs.
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Anti-Labor Forces
Aid America, Noi
Europe, Says
Magnusson

SEATTLE — "Don't violate
our American heritage of free
speech and free assemblage,"
Congressman Warren G. Magnusson told over 1000 delegates
to the King County convention
of the Democratic party here
Saturday.
Magnusson flew from the national capital to keynote the
convention.
"Let's not have a repetition
of 1917 when people were unjustly accused," he declared, in
urging strict adherence to the
constitution despite war hysteria.
"The job. of the Democratic
party," Magnusson said, "Is to
save America—not Europe."
Recently In a telegram to the
Washington Commonwealth Federation, and the
Washington Maritime Federation District Council, Magnusson condemned the Allen bill,
aimed to deport Harry Bridges
by overriding democratic processes, and expressed determination to work for defeat of the
discriminatory measure.

Try To Hide Trail
Of Law Murderers
ABERDEEN, Wash. — In flagrant violation of
Washington statutes, attorneys for the family of Laura
Law were ejected from the re-convened inquest of
corrupt officialdom prevented cross-examination of
witnesses who might throw light on the trail of the
assassins.

Laura Law, wife of a CIO <t)
official, was slain in her home arty information to Manley.
signed with the CIO. They are+
moving as the result of dictatorial up because he sees his many
on the night of January 5 on "You are not trying to find the
and racketeering tactics on the rackets slipping away as the rethe eve of negotiations for a murderers," Morgan accused.
part of the AFL officials. Such sult of democratic rank and file
new agreement in the lumber- "I've heard you say that beactivities were topped off recently action.
ing industry. Law, a militant
by Business Agent Les Methena's
trade unionist whom officials fore," Manley said, attempting to
The AFL officialdom is trying to
missing union funds.
to
the
CIO
swing
with
a
the
halt
are attempting to frame for brush aside the ominous implicaEfforts of the culinary workers reign of terror. Gomez' music
the murder, had served on the tions of the charge.
to obtain the benefits of genuine boxes are bounced into the street.
negotiating committee the "You've heard half of -Grays
unionism, based on rank and file CIO restaurants' windows are
year 'previously when wage Harbor say it," retorted Morgan.
action, has been combatted by out- broken. Such AFL action indiincreases for $750,000 had The Grays Harbor Civil Rights
right goon squad terrorism of AFL cates the weakness of the AFL
been secured.
pie-card officials, panic stricken pie-cards' position. Unable to turn
Committee condemned the latest
State Senator Frank L. maneuver to cover up the trail of
at the thought of losing their con- to their rank and file, they are
Morgan, an attorney and the murderers and
trol over per capita.
forced to violence as their only
announced it
member of the Washington
AFL sluggers assaulted several way out.
would intensify its efforts on a
State Grange, protested the
CIO workers. . One CIO worker,
Meanwhile, the CIO forces
high handed tactics after Ir- state and national scale.
Robert N. Alvarez, a member of were organizing on all fronts to
"They are not after Dick Law
Local No. 9 of the Industrial Union make it possible for the culinary
vin Goodman, of Portland and
of Marine oz Shipbuilders, is in a workers to maintain unions of
John Caughlan, of Seattle, as an individual," Ted Dokter,
serious condition after having been their own choosing. They don't
had been • ousted by deputy chairman of the Civil Rights
cracked square in the forehead want AFL unions dominated by
sheriffs on orders of the Committee and the Grays-Wilwith a full beer bottle.
phoney officials.
coroner.
lipa Harbor District Council of
Joseph Hilflicker, an AFL
Coroner John W. Stephensoh, the
Experience
of the culinary
InternatIonai WoodworkerS
goon, member of the bartenders' workers here has been sad. Their
rubber stamp offiial, acted in of
America, declared.
union, now moving to the CIO, past business agent, Les Methena,
blind obedience to directions of
"They are attempting to frame
heaved the bottle in a "beer bot- was removed from office after a
Special Prosecutor Paul 0. Manley. Dick
Law becaus he is. organiztle blitzkrieg," as the local revot of the members when it was
Apparently the inquest was re- ing workers
who have suffered oppaper-, called it. He swaggered discovered that $1700 was missconvened for a hasty whitewash of pression. If
By this time everyone should be aware of the program of the AFL and it's up to us
we desire the right to
Into a CIO cafe and started ing from the union treasury. The
suspects named by Dick Law, organize our
By MRS. EVA WESCHLER
At the present time on this waterfront, longshore, work
people, iif we want
throwing full beer bottles, aim- union death benefit fund was miss- in the ILWU to act accordingly.
whom,
he
said,
should
be
able
to
SAN PEDRO — The 1LWU
to protect our rights to live deing mainly at Florence Simmons, ing. When an auditor studied the which rightfully should go through our dispatching hall is being performed on the water- Ladies'
throw
light
on
threats of violence cently, if we want to
Auxiliary No. 8 has sucremain a free
international representative of books, it was found that all rec- front by members of AFL unions. In many instances, under contracts signed between cessfully closed the deal for the hurled at the Law family prior to
people' we've got to restore civil
the CIO Restaurant et. Hotel ords from previous years Were these AFL unions and our employers. Contracts which are clearly illegal and a violation land on which
they are planning a the murder.
liberties to all the people in Grays
of our basic coastwise agreement.
Workers.
With attorneys ousted, Dick Harbor, and
missing.
desert rest home. Located close
bring the murderers
felLaw
dealt successive darts at wit- of Laura Law to
Autonomy Jerked
Hilflicker was booked on a
Action was taken at the last regular meeting of the Local to correct this situation to Victorville, the home will be
justice."
ony charge by San Pedro police.
Local autonomy of the Wait- and secure for the longshoremen work to which they are just entitled and fully intend to for those affected by general ill nesses over protests of the cor. The police, however, have acted resses was taken away by official secure. We
have no particular quarrel with individual men who are doing this work on the health and those that desert air oner.
with great reluctance in protecting ukase of the international officials,
"Weren't you chairman of a
front.
Our
quarrel
is mainly that these men, by virtue of belonging to the AFL, are con- will benefit.
- CIO workers. AFL sluggers have headed by Walter Cowan, formermeeting of the Order of Better
The
the
at
last
sewing
circle
was
tributing to that organization money which is used to fight us in the CIO. We also contend
been seen by police in the act of ly renowned in San Francisco.
home of Mrs. Dora Anderson, in Americans that threatened to
that the Employers signing agreements for longshore work such as Hoisting Engineers Lomita.
assaulting CIO people, yet do
These are the things the WaitThe silk quilt was near lynah Dick Law?" the husband
nothing.
resses are revolting against. They and Carrier Drivers on this front are in violation of our agreement and we are going to completion. A very lovely lunch of the slain woman asked I. E. -Mosier.
seek genuine unionism within the do something about it. Steps are already being taken to claim this work and arrangements was served.
ABERDEEN, Wash. — Virtual
Attacked By Goons
have been made that men performing this work will have the option of becoming members The next regular business meet"Don't answer!" Stephenson admission that he had entered a
'
Robert Gomez, head of the Tele- CIO.
CIO activities are being directed of our union if they wish to continue to perform this work.
ing of the Auxiliary will be June advised the witness. "You're out barber shop for the sole purpose
Music Co., owners of CIO operof provoking a fight with Dick
ated nickel music machines, was through the offices of the Los AnOur contract clearly states that the handling of all cargo from the last place of rest 18, 7:30 p.m., Eagles' Hall, San of order," he charged Law.
In a stinging indictment of the Law, C.I0 official now resisting a
brutally attacked by four AFL geles Industrial Union Council and on the dock to the first place of rest on ship, vice versa, including sorting and piling of Pedro. Attorney George Shibley is
goons this week. The goons were the state council. Louis Goldblatt, said cargo is longshore work and we intend to see to it that ILWU men are used through- expected to give a talk on the breakdown of orderly government fratneup by anti-labor forces, waa
Auxiliary constitution and by- in the wake of official corruption, eliciting from Herbert Irving in a
led by Bill Mulligan, president of state secretary, is active in the
out such operations and that work that justly belongs to us shall in the future be per- laws.
Senator Morgan refused to reveal police court trial Saturday.
the San Pedro AFL bartenders' harbor. P. M. (Slim) Connelly,
formed by us. We have notified the Employers that all agreements existing on the waterThe hearing was the aftermath
,union, and a local political boss Los Angeles council secretary, is
front between themselves and any other organization to do longshore work must be terof a clash that brought Alex Ruwith plenty of connections in likewise.
disky, proprietor of the barber
Others actve Include leading minated. If we find it necessary, we will arbitrate this entire matter. We demand that
various places. Mulligan is acting
shop, and Dick Law into court on
officials of all CIO unions in the men performing longshore work of any description shall be dispatched through our hiring
charges of assault upon Irving. • •
harbor. All have been attacked by hall in accordance of our agreement and preference of employment for these jobs shall be
The incident was carefully timed
raiding of AFL officials. The given to ILWU members as provided for in that agreement.
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
to occur on the eve of the reconcampaign to open the door for the
Watertenders arid Wipers
vening of an inquest into the murrank and file of the AFL culinary
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der of Laura Law, wife of the CIO
unions, and others, to swing to the
official, on January 5.
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Mari"Production
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Entry of Fascist
found no West Coast ships in the tified he had never before enTelephone San Pedro 2838
ing
industry
time Commission.
has dropped to oneCouncil two weeks ago. The reso"The Maritime Federation of
Mediterranean, but since the President has proclaimed the tered the barber shop, did not
itp lution was proposed by the har- the Pacific and its affiliates
Declared protection of labor's third its normal activity due to
Mediterranean as a combat zone, American ships will no want a haircut or any other
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
stand willing and ready to acgains is the first line of de- the shortage of ships. •
service, and refused to reveal
bor district organizing committee
Association of the Pacific
"The: entire Pacific Coast is longer sail in that sea.
fense.
cept their responsibilities in the
why he had gone into the shop.
of the council, which consists of best interests
Laid down support of labor's suffering from the lack of these
J. O'Conner, Agent
of the United
Testimony revealed that Irving
hit
by
this
extension
of
Hardest
the
war
will
be
the
representatives of the leading har- States of America. We are prerights and opposition to in- ships in loss of work and wages."
449 Harbor Blvd., San Pedro
had entered the shop and delibPresident
Lines
"around
American
volvement in war as the major
bor CIO unions.
pared to lend practical, wholeEndorse Six-Hour Day
ff.
the-would" ships which call regu- fore the outbreak of war. A num- erately provoked a fight with Law.
stands required of any political
Rudisky ordered both to leave the
Offices of the CIO Restaurant & some and feasible cooperation
Endorsing an MFOW resolution larly at Port Said, Alexandria,
ber of East Coast ships are re- shop. Law
candidate seeking MVP sup.
departed. Irving reHotel Workers have been set up to protect the shores of our nafor the six-hour day for seamen, Naples and Genoa.
ported to be in the Mediterranean. fused.
port.
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t.egral part of the American way issues was threshed out in nuWILMINGTON BOWL
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E. L. Bowen
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Tom C. Brown
WAR:
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Secy.
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nearwhile
Polk
was
the
President
Labor Secretary ,Perkins revealed by the preservation of labor's acterized war aims of both sets
Justice A. D. Gillies exonerThe convention also backed an ing the Red Sea.
Restitution of $260,000 in back ated both Rudisky and Irving,
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routed around the Cape of Good Coast Line railroad was ordered in The conviction is under appeal.
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11 Men Get
Jail Terms
NEW YORK—Eleven members of the crew of the Matson freighter Ewa were sentenced to jail terms here this
week on framed-up charges of "mutiny.'
Attorneys for the men filed notice that they will appeal
the conviction, while the Maritime Federation, in convention
at Astoria, Oregon, pledged 100 per cent backing for tile men.
Sentences handed out by the judge here were 90, 77 and 30 days
to various members of the crew.
Joe Vernick of the MFOW, Will Omley, SUP Delegate, and Sullivan and Johnson got 77 days apiece. Nick Albers was given 90 days.
Hara.ch and Newman got 60 days and Cameron, Snapper Dodge,
Lundgren and Kailawai got 30 days.
The remainder of the defendants—Blades, Iverson, Soccolowsky,
Whitlock and Solan—got suspended sentences and 1 year's probation.
Soccolowsky was the bos'n aboard,
The beef arose out of the Captain's refusal to give an advance
on pay in the port of Colachel, India. When the Ewa got to Port Said
the crew asked to be paid off and they were arrested by British and
Egyptian police.

STORY OF'MERCY SHIP'RESCUE
City of Los Angeles Has

Eventful Voyage

Adm. Wiley
Aground in
South Seas
Kitava Island, off the
East Coast of New Guinea in
the South Seas, is supposed
to have "the most beautiful
women in the world" on it.

MS Cellina
Scuffled

Dames like this little number make Kitava Island
Seas one of the best places- to be ship-wrecked on.
world travellers Kitava Island and the immediate
boast the most beautiful women in the world. And
the Admiral Wiley is aground.

in the South
According to
neighborhood
that's where

More Ships To Be Sold
Five more ships joined the parade of vessels to be sold to foreign
interests this week, bringing the
total of West Coast ships sold
abroad since the outbreak of war
to nearly 60.
An estimated total of around
1,500 jobs have been lost by this
scuttling of the American Merchant Marine by the snip-owners.
Latest ship sales:
SS CONDOR: Grace Lines this
week applied for permission to
sell the last of their old fleet to
English interests with transfer to

Tough Break for
Stowaways
war

Entry of Italy into the
spelled. the end of one Italian vesThe President this week signed
sel well known in Pacific Coast
and
ports. It was the fast motorshlp a bill providing for a $500 fine
Cellina, 10,000 tons, which was one year's imprisonment for stowa regular visitor on the Pacific ing away on vessels in interstate
Coast.
or foreign commerce. The bill also
The Cellina was scuttled by her provides a $1000 fine and a year's
crew off Gibraltar when news of imprisonment for "knowingly asItaly's entry was heard over the sisting any person to violate the
act."
air.

By a Crew Member, SS President Roosevelt,

(Special to the "Voice")
The City of Los Angeles breezed into Frisco last week
with all the old gang aboard. The Good Ship Los Angeles
The SS President Roosevelt left New York City on May 24 bound for Galway, Ireland, supposedly
has just completed its maiden voyage to the Orient—and
to
evacuate
American refugees from the war one. It is a matter of record that the crew sailed the ship into
was!
voyage
it
what a
Five days in Yokohama aground on the mudbanks, a the European war zone only under pressure of the threat that the U. S. Lines would turn the ship over to
rescue of the SS West Cusseta at sea, and to top it off, a the U. S. Department of State, who in turn would either place a fink crew aboard, a naval reserve crew or
little mix-up with a mine contact cable in Hongkong Harbor. a regular Navy crew. If that had happened, we can all very easily
picture the results,
The Hongkong incident is interesting, because it goes
Every
daily
paper
in
the
carried
country
have
would
headlines
in 90 point type to the effect that the
Lo show how dangerous the war precautions have made a
seaman's life in the Far East. The ship steamed up to NMU 'REDS' had mutinied and the U. S NAVY TAKES OVER THE A M E R I C A N MERCHANT

Some Guys Get All The Breaks!

And that's where the boys on
the SS Admiral Wiley ended up
Wednesday night when the ship
ran aground on Kitava island.
News of the wreck was wirellessed via the V. N. Navy radio
to Honolulu and was forwarded to
the American Trading and Shipping Company, owners of the
Wiley, in San Francisco.
"It's not everybody Vial's lucky
enough to get ship wrecked on a
South Seas Island like Kitava,"
said one American Trading Co.
official.
According to fragmentary reports reaching San Francisco
the Wiley was resting snugly
some 150 feet off the shore. No
one was injured in the wreck,
but the ship may be a total loss.
The holds are reported full of
water, but the engine room is dry
so far. The boys are expected to
walk ashore and amuse themselves
at the native hot-spots until they
are picked up.
In charge of Captain Rolstad,
the Admiral Wiley is a veteran
transmarine vessel, formerly of
the Admiral Line. It was brought
out of lay-up early this year and
had already made one trip to the
South Seas for American Trading.
Members of the stewards' department, on board the Wiley are:
H. G. Quintyne, chief steward;
Carl Weber, chief cook; Leon
Ureta, second cook and baker;
James Piloquin, pantry mess; Albert Dula, crew mess, and George
Rourke, saloon mess.

Hectic Trip to Ireland Told

British registry.
SS ADMIRAL DAY: American
Trading Co. applied for permission to sell this transmarine tub
to Sir Walter Carpenter of Australia, with transfer to British
registry.
SS ADMIRAL CHASE: Likewise sold to the Australian shipowner by American Trading Co.
SS ADMIRAL SENN: Sold to
the Siamese government by the
Pacific Lighterage Corp.
SS ADMIRAL LAWS: Sold to
the Siamese government by the
Pacific Lighterage Corp.

Admirals Senn,
Laws to Be Sold
It was reported this week

that
the Pacific Lighterage Company
(Admiral-Oriental Lines) were in
the process of selling two of their
transmarine vessels --- the Admiral Senn and the Admiral Laws
—to the Government of Siam. Negotiations have been on for some
time and the company is expected
to close the deal soon.

Hong Kong Harivr, but inasmuch
as the skipper didn't have any too
clear an idea of the location of the
mine beds, it stood by for a few
hours.
A British naval patrol then
advised them to drop anchor,
which they did. But when the
windlass hoisted up the
anchor it brought up a long
cable with it—the detonating
cable for five 500-pound mines
In the neighborhood.
It was with plenty of caution
that Bes'n Westberry and Max
Craft went overboard to disentangle it. It's not much. fun to play
around with a cable that has five
of John Bulls' special ship-sinkers
attached to thi other end.
Among the gang on this ship
are Harry Bohn, an old-time NMU
man, who has had plenty of experience on Isthmian ships; Sullivan of the stewards; Leo Alberts,
well known member of the black
gang; joe Byrnes of the stewards; C. F. Wallbridge, of the
black gang; and Mickey McDaniels, that ace camera-expert who
likewise holds down the storekeeper's jab. Lawrence Simpson,
the U. S. seaman who made the
headlines a few years ago when
the Nazis jugged him for passing
out literature in Germany, is likewise on board this ship.
Prom all reports, the ship's
committee did a swell job in contacting isthmian and other unorganized ships in Oriental ports.
With Bohn, Craft and Sullivan
leading the organizational campaign, the boys made the Steel
Scientist in Singapore and contacted the Memphis City. On both
ships they report sentiment for
the NMU is strong, and both
crews want an election soon, a.s
they figure they can swing the
Isthmian Lines without much
trouble. The boys took aboard
copies of the "Voice" and the
"Pilot."
In Yokaliama the ship's organizing committee even went
aboard some of the German
ships tied up there and passed
out copies of the "Voice," which
were well received by the rank
and file.
In Manila trips were made to
the City of Omaha and the City
of Rayville, two A&P motorships
owned by the Maritime Commission. On their next trips these two
vessels will be under NMU contract.

the United States. Especially in view of the concentrated
.
drive directed against labor in the last 24 months by the
Then. there is Mr. James Gudire of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation,
Dies Committee, the FBI through the anti-trust laws and the and Mr. A. Burton, of North American Aircraft Corporation, Burbank,
recent bill in Congress to deport Harry Bridges CIO Director California, who were very obviously in England to promote sales of
for the State of California and the 101 other bills which the aircraft to the allies which tends to rapidly drag us toward active
reactionaries and war-mongers have introduced in Congress participation in the war. If the President is good authority, the U. S.
needs 50,000 planes and we certainly can't secure them for our own
to ham string labor.
defense as long as they continue to ship them to the Allies in Europe
In view of the above overwhelming facts the crew of the as fast
as they are manufactured. Are these two men refugees?

S.S. President Roosevelt sailed the ship into the war zone for a paltry
being
'
one dollar and thirty three cents ($1.33) per day. (WAR BONUS??) Could it be possible that these bomber salesmen were afraid of
.ed by a bomber? What a strange prank of fate that would have
oemnb
On the east bound crosing to Ireland we were greatly comforted be
by almost daily broadcasts from both sides of the war-mongers
Who is the representative of the British Dye Trtsst supposedly on
In Europe and a few from American stations stating the day and the
route to America on business? Why was he allowed passage on an
manner in which we could expect to go to our death.
overcrowded refugee ship?
Greatly disappointed, we arrived safely in Galway Bay late in the
The majority of the crew of this vessel are furiously indignant
evening of May 31st.
very apparent collusion of the U. S. Government and
We learned to our complete surprise and consternation that we because of the
United States Lines Company for the express purpose of prethe
(the crew) were prisoners aboard the "Mercy" ship President Rooseentering a
velt even though we lay at anchor in a safe harbor from 11 p.m. May venting the crew from receiving a decent bonus for
foreign theatre of war. We feel that the true purpose of the trip
31st to 7 p.m. June 2nd. We could see the buildings in town and the
was purposely mis-represented by the Company. (This is merely anbeautiful green rolling hills of Ireland b
the powers that be denied
plotting with Inus the privilege of enjoying Saturday and Sunday in port, on shore. other living example of Government collusion and
interests to defraud the people.)
dustrial
(Ireland is a neutral).
assengers
It is our opinion in view of the many statements by passengers
About 2:00 p.m. Saturday, June 1, the tender carrying the majority
shipboard, etc., that the ship brought
day
incidents
on
and
day
to
the "American" refugees came alongside and they began to
over not so small a number of British Subjects while many American
embark.
were left in the British Isles although they made an attempt
After the "Americans" had been aboard a few hours the fun Citizens
passage on the SS President Roosevelt.
book
to
began and the facts began to come to light. Of 'course, there was a
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE FOREGOING MR. PRESIDNT?tremndous
amount of confusion created by the fact that we were
carrying 720 passengers, first class, on a ship which would normally
carry roughly 250 first-class passengers. Cots were placed whereever a space could be found to squeeze them In—alleyways, social
hall, companionways, post office, T'ween decks In No. 8 hold, etc.
Some of the outbursts from the passengers were amusing. Several
demanded to know upon surveying their cots if that was what they
paid 75 pounds for. Many felt as if they had been swindled.
What hit the hardest though was when this writer was Informed
that many of the passengers had been told by the European Agents
Another SEVENTY - FIVE West Coast seamen have
of the U. S. Lines that the reason the rates were so high was because
Commission!
the crew were getting a huge "War Bonus" in the form of double been thrown on the beach by the Maritime
the
approved
admirals
brass-hat
this
gang
of
This
week
wages for making the trip. (The Huge War Bonus is $1.33 per day.)
During the voyage home it came to the attention of this writer transfer to NICARAGUAN REGISTRY of Matson's SS
that many of the "American Citizens" had no small amount of dif- Malta and SS Makawao.
ficulty in obtaining their passports to return to their so-called home
These two ships have been employing full crews of West
land after a prolonged residence in Europe over a period of 5 to 20 Coast UNION SEAMEN—members of the SUP, MFOW,
years.
MEBA, ACA and MM&P. These men will be beached
The following is quoted from the "Irish Free Press" of May 31,
75
non-union, alien seamen will make a pier-head jump
and
1940:
"Harrassed officials—some of whom had no breakfast, so early and catch these jobs that belong to us!
The Mana and the Makawao will still belong to Matwas the office opened—worked hard to put passengers' paper in
order. At the end of each transaction there seemed to be a formula:
son, an American firm, and American ship-owners will
'That will be 75 pounds, Please.'
still haul down fat profits chartering them in the belliger"Many of those who crossed the Irish Sea yesterday had been
ent trade.
resident in Britain for 15 to 20 years. There were many boys and
But American seamen, AS USUAL, will get the dirty
girls of school going age, and not a few babies were carried in the
end
of the stick!
arms of their parents."
These
two ships have been chartered to Saguenay TerOne of the highlights of the trip was ,the gentleman who demanded
Canadian outfit, for 18 months. During those
minals,
a
that the waiter serve him caviar for breakfast. The waiter politely
they
informed the gentleman that the ship was on a "mercy trip" and months they will fly the flag of Nicaragua, a country
crews
wasn't a luxury liner and as he could readily see the menu didn't WILL NEVER PUT IN AT. And they will sail with
include caviar. He insisted that he was accustomed to breakfasting on of every nationality at SCAB WAGES—and it's dollars to
cavia,r and he had $1,000 with which to defray the cost of the 'fish hatch-covers that not ONE MEMBER OF THE CREW will
eggs.' Finally it was necessary to take him to the Captain and the be a citizen of
caviar was settled there. NO CAVIAR! It's a terrible tragedy when a
The Maritime Federation protested this outright violaperson is forced to eat a plate of bacon and eggs for breakfast. (Any
of our "neutrality" laws, but it's obvious that the Adtion
one of the 12,000,000 unemployed in the U. S. would be delighted in
ministration
is so busy getting ready for war that they
having a glass of orange juice and bacon and eggs forced upon them
don't
give
a
damn
whether U. S. seamen are sold down the
for breakfast each morning.
A member of the crew overheard two small children talking about river or not.
Likewise in Manila, the gang the war, the principal remark was, "Why don't the Americans come
And the charter of the Mana and the Makawao to belhad a long talk with Bautista, sec- over and held US win the war?"
ligerents under a foreign flag is JUST THE BEGINNING.
retary of the Philippine Seamen's
Then there was the middle aged lady speaking to her waiter in President Roosevelt has himself pledged to give ALL
and Dock Workers' Union and the dining salon, "You know, Steward, my body might be on the
MATERIAL AID TO THE ALLIES. This means arms,
worked out some proposals for SS President Roosevelt, but my soul, my soul is still in DEAR OLD
money and SHIPS TO CARRY THEM IN!
supplies,
giving this union more assistance LONDON." Waiter, "That is very interesting Madame, but what will
But these ships won't carry the American flag or be
from East and West Coast sea- you have for breakfast?"
be "11/1men in the Orient.
Lady Norton-Griffith has a stateroom all by herself. while sailed by American crews. Oh no, that wouldNicaragua
The weather? It was lousy, mothers with babies sleep on cots and in public rooms. Who is Lady neutral." They will fly the flag of Switzerland or
with heavy winds and rough seas Griffith and Lady Ribblesdale? Are they Americans? Will Mr. or Siam and will hire foreign, non-union crews so the Ameriboth on the way over and the way Cordell Hull or his fair haired protege, Sumner Welles, answer that can shipowners who let them out on charter will make more
back.
question?
profits.

rvic&s,

Nicaragua.

Customs Cops Raid Monterey's Quarters
the rank and file of the crew to a merciless raid
in search of what they call "subversive literature." This literature is nothing "but Working
class literature, most of it published and registered
through the U. S. mail and available in all progressive
bookshops and all U. S. libraries throughout the United
States of America, including Honolulu.
Although they are public servants and have passed a
civil examination, they disregard the civil liberties of
the workers on board most of the ships sailing under
the American flag on entering or leaving Honolulu
Harbor.
Their tactics In conficating workers' literature
are known from coast to coast and has been. condemned and protested in the press through numerous
resolutions time and again, by entire crews on board
ships, their union branches and their headquarters, but
of no avail. This flagrant violation of civil libert.e5 is
being carried on by servants of the U. S. Government,
who often are being employed to register and guard
shipment of the very literature in bulk which the U. S.

benefits In revenue to the U. S. Treasury.
On their last mission on board the Monterey, several
customs men in groups of two began their search. The
most militant of the group was headed by George R.
Lawelawe, No. 200, well known and despised as "Redraider" and "Redbaiter." This hero went through every
piece of the most militant members of the crews' baggage and lockers, besides searched through those mombers' mail, which he also read.
When the remarks were made that this was a violation of Article 4 of the Bill of Rights, he excused himself by saying that "smuggling is being done through
the mail and that it was his duty to search all mail."
This occurred in the night steward's quarters, after haying searched everything, including their beds, and nothing "subversive" was found they decided to grab a
couple of pamphlets. When their names and numbers
were asked for they refused to give them being afraid
of being exposed by these members through the press
as they have done recently.
They returned the pamphlets. However, they decided to confiscate a personal letter of one of the boys
which he had just received at Honolulu, admitting that
the letter didn't contain anything subversive in it.
They gave a receipt for the letter they confiscated,
saying that if the contents were not subversive he
might get it back within 30 days.
In their search they raised the question; "Have you
got a membership card of the Communist party?" This
let the cat out of the bag thereby proving that they are
discriminating against progressive members accused of
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Our "Nicaraguan
Merchant Marine

SEIZE SEAMEN'S LITERATURE IN IiiiityAl* 1
By OTTO PETERSOHN
MFOW, No. 2669, SS Monterey
'HONOLULU — On our arrival from
Australia today, we were visited by the
U. S. Customs, who are better known
among the crew as -Red-raiders". They
boarded the Monterey, as usual to subject

+MI

MARINE. This would have been a smashing blow to the NMU and trade unionism in general throughout

being communists and in particular members of a legal had worked, denied this brother had ever been arrested eral Bureau of Investigation.
political party which is no concern of the U. S. Customs and stated that in fact that he had been the best worker
Before concluding, I want to State that several other
whatever may be one's political status. But by raising he had ever known.
members had periodicals and books confiscated. A
such questions and searching for legal party literature,
To prove further that the customs search for legal member of the Marine Firemen's Union had several Panino doubt they are being utilized by the shipowners who literature is not done on the initiative of the ones who phlets confiscated and was questioned whether he knew
in turn upon the information from the customs, have search the ship but under instruction of J. Walter Doyle, if those stewards were "reds," admitting that he only
blacklisted many progressive members whose literature collector of customs at Honolulu, in a feature article in knew their acquaintance. His pamphlets were later
has been confiscated. This is their theory behind raiding. the Voice of the Federation, Feb. 29, signed by a mem- returned. Another member of my department had sev,
To prove it further, a few trips ago they tried to her of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Association which eral books confiscated and was given a receipt for them
frame a couple of our radio operators in Sydney. It alleged the U. S. Customs of Honolulu of violating civil With the usual answer "if they are not subversive Y°1111
was not because they had workers' literature in their liberties, Mr. Doyle made the following comment in the get them back within 30 days," yet to my knowledge n°
stateroom, which was confiscated and a couple of Honolulu Star-Bulletin of March 11:
worker ever got anything back and what's funny is that,
of
days later returned by the customs with an apology,
"Mr. Doyle said that such searches and seizures no charges are ever pressed by the Department
but it was because these militant members of the ACA
are made in accordance with the law.
Customs.
Spread,"
WERE CARRYING FORWARD THE PROGRAMOFA
radio operator had a book, "Must the War
"He said that since enactment of the neutrality
released a
THE MARITIME FEDERATION,
law, customs agents here have been watching for written by a member of the British Parliament,
To prove further that all customs information in 'reds' among seamen. Customs authorities have been by the Penguin Publishers and available anywhere in
.naeidee
regards confiscating literature is available to the ship- working closely with army and navy intelligence off i- the U. S. A., confiscated. I believe that after all tah
owners to blacklist progressive seamen, I want to pre- cers and Federal Bureau of Investigation men in this years of confiscating the workers' books, the time has
matter
sent another case of one of the night stewards, whose quest," he said.
come for the Maritime Federation to have this
to
letter was just confiscated. Said brother applied some
"Several crew members known for their 'red' sym- investigated through Congress and to demand action
time ago for his citizenship papers and when he ap- pathies are under continual surveillance," Mr. Doyle stop the violation of seamen's civil liberties at once.
peared in court for his papers, he found himself con- said."
If no Immediate satisfactory response is forthcomfronted by the catering superintendent of the Matson
I wish to recommend to the Maritime Federation of
Navigation Company, Mr. DeGorog, who introduced a the Pacific that this be investigated by the Maritime
record of him that he had been arrested for smuggling Federation attorneys to find out how much Doyle'm coin
communistic literature,
'nerds reprer:ents the shipowners. It seems obvious that
This was a false record to deprive this militant of he acts as an attorney general since the customs have
his papers and no doubt .thereby trying to have him no list at their disposal of what is subversive and don't
deported for his union activities. The record was repudi- confiscate anything but legal literature. Such search
ated after a chief steward, under whose supervision he for subversive literature, I 13e1ieve, belongs to the Fed-

ing, then .as a last resort let every ship who heecirnises
a victim of the Honolulu customs authorities use t"e
their
only weapon they have—to delay and strike
ships for a few hours in protest of this flagrant vi°,1acarried
tion of civil liberties. If this alternative is not
out it will endanger the existence of our unions
we will face, under the present war hysteria, ram uti
soon In a regular Palmer fashion,
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